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;TIGERS EDGE TouGH HopKINsinui 23_21

Murray Hi Offense Sparked
By Johnny & Tripp Williams

Effie Kemp Is
Elected State
President

The Tigers of Murray High, out. The defensive game consmarting from two defeats in tinued until near the end of
first
the last two starts, bounced the half. Murray made its
back last night to win over the score with 3:25 left in the half.
Mrs. Effie Kemp, daughter at
Hoptown was deep in their
Tigers of Hopkinsville High
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Horton,
own territory when forced to
School 23 to 21.
914 Coldwater Road, Murray,
In a well balanced game that kick out to their own 45. In
has been elected president of
saw every' extra point attempt ten plays Murray moved in for
the Kentucky Nurses Associacompleted, Murray High held the TD with Carroll, Brandon
tion.
a 16 to 7 margin at the half and Williams moving the ball.
She has one son, Hal Kemp,t,
With the ball on the Hopkinstime.
and one daughter, Mrs. Betty
Hopkinsville stormed back in ville 12, Johnny Williams rifled
Baker.
the second half to rack up a a pass to Tripp Williams for the
Mrs. Kemp is the director of
TD in each of the two quarters score. Another Williams to Wilthe associate degree nursing
Murray gained one more tally liams pass picked up two more
program for Paducah Communand their two two-point conver- points.
ity College. She was elected at
Action pfcked up in the wansions gave them the edge.
the KNA's 63rd annual convenButch Kranz, quarterback for ing minutes of the first half as
tion to succeed Ruth Spurrier,
Hopkinsville made all three of Hopkinsville fumbled the ball
director of the Kentucky Health
the scores for Hopkinsville with on the first play from the kickDepartment Division of Public
Tom Glover doing the extra off and Murray recovered on
Nursing, in the office.
the Hoptown 38. Johnny Wilpoint and kick off duties.
Mrs. Kemp is in her second
Murray High made their liams passed to Tripp Williams
Johnny Williams (20), 140 pound, 517 halfback for Murray High, is about two steps
year at PCC. She went there
scores on a Johnny Williams to to move the ball to the 24. Car
from the Tigers second touchdown In the hard-fought contest with Hopkinsville here last
from Murray State University
Tripp Williams pass Play, on a orll got to the 21. After two
night. Williams attempted to pan on the play but seeing no one open he skirted the right
where she was an instructor in
Johnny Williams run, and on a pass attempts for no gain, Johnthe nursing department.
end for the score. Coming up for HopkInsvflie in an attempt to stop him is Cliff Tindell (80),
Johnny Williams to POrter Mc- ny Williams attempted one
She rceived her bachelor's
(Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
a 154 pound lunior end.
Cuiston pass play. Clopton kick- more and Hopkinsville had pass
degree in nursing from )4SU
ed one extra point and the two interference called to give Murand- her master's degree from
were ray a first down on the Hopconversions
two-point
the University of Colorado. Her
made by passes, Williams to town 10. Johnny Williams stepp
home was in Murray originally.
Murray High's big end, Tripp Williams, Is eyeing the Williams and Williams to Car ed back to pass, then moved a
Some of her objectives far
ball into his outstretched hands as he approaches the goal roll.
round his right end to go all
the coining year are to see im•
•
line for the Tiger's first score In second quarter action last
Murray received the ball on the way for the score. 1:35
and
registrar
Gantt,
Wilson
proved wages and workingi stanwight at Ty Holland Stadium. Williams caught a pass from the kickoff and after two plays showed on the clock.
dean of admissions at Murray
dards for nurses, Mrs. Kemp
Johnny Williams on the conversion attempt to give Murray it was Hopkinsville's ball aftet
A Williams to Williams pass
University, has been elected for
said. "It would be sad if we
the lead for the first time of the night, 8-7.
they recovered a fumble on the was executed to give Murray
the current year as president of
would sit by and do nothirg
McCutcheon
(Staff Photo by Gene
Murray 33. Taking advantage of High two more points and a 16
Mrs. Dessie Mae Moubray, while labor unions come in
the Kentucky Association o f
and
-..the opportunity, the Tigers of to 7 lead.
of
Moubray
Eulice
mother
of
Collegiate Registrars and Adorganize nurses," she said.
Hoptown rambled to a score in
Hopkinsville came back in
Murray, died Friday at 3:40
missions Officers.
Mrs. Kemp has been the
nine plays behind the running the second half with determinHospiWe've been wondering what
He was chosen during the an- a.m. at the Community
speaker at several civic meetof Mahoney, Kranz, Coleman ation to even the score. As they
that big Toad Stool looked like nual fall meeting of the assoc- tal, Mayfield.
ings in the community since she
i.nd Arnold.
received the kickoff they moviind we finally figured it out. iation at Cumberland Falls
has been at PPC. She is a memKranz went over from the six ed in nine plays from their own
She was 72 years of age and
Calloway
The
County
High
Looks like a woman's hat. It's State Park October 16-17.
ber of Alpha Delta Kappa soryard line with 8:17,in the first 36 for a TD. Slashing up the
a member of the Northside
bout a foot across, doomed
Other officers elected were:
ority, National League of Nurs- School Band Boosters Club will
Mayfield.
Christ,
Church
of
in quarter. Glover split the posts middle with machine like prever the top, and generally Jon Waddell, Pikeville Coling, and the American A.ssocia- hold a Turkey Shoot on Satur- Three cars were involved
cision, Arnold, Coleman a n d
,n November 8, et Calloway a traffic collision Friday at for the extra point.
round. This sudden realization How, president-eject;
of University Women. s,
one' ripped the Murray
Murray•-tetetlr—thturApets use
Ilwreaseasir-are-easee Ask 1111F-I' tion
ty High School.
10:50 p. M. at the interseetion
came to us as we walked dawn ter Margaret Mary, Thomas
FCC Director Dr. Donald 'The Shoot will be an all day of North 12th and Chestnut were unable to move. McCuiston line to shreds, piling up three
the street and looked into some More College in Covington, sec lice of Murray, Kenneth of May- Clemens said today, "We are
field, and Harlan of Jacksonmade an 18 yard kickoff first downs along the way. Their
of the ladies stores.
very pleased and proud that event with refreshments being Streets, according to ther re- had
retary.
return. Murray booted out to score came with 7:44 left in
ville, Fla.; three daughters, Miss Mrs.
Kemp has been elected the sold. Everyone is invited to at- port filed by the investigating
Guest speaker for the banoflicers of the Murray Police the Hoptown 20 and McCuiston the third quarter.
Wit would like to be a gour- quet was Dr. Eugene E. Oliver, Edith Moubray of Graves Coun- chief officer of the Kentucky 'end.
Glover kicked the extra point
Department. No injuries were nailed the ball carrier on the
met, however this title does not vice president of the National ty, Mrs. Howard Whitlock of Nursing Association. She has
Hopkinsville well,
Holding
24.
Clinton,
and
Mrs.
Ensie
Watts
reported.
suit us, sinesswe like most any- Association of Collegiate Regisgiven excellent leadership to
(Lontinuaid on Page Eight)
of St. Clair Shores, Mich.; ten
Cars involved were a 1965 the Tigers were forced to punt
thing.
our nursing program. She has
trars and Admissions Officers
grandchildren; thirteen great
Ford two door convertible ownUniversity
the
registrar
at
strengthened
and
and improved a
grandchildren.
ed by Fred M. Ackerman and
For instance yesterday at noon of Illinois.
program of which we were alDaylight Saving Tim• will driven by Michael R. Ackerman
Funeral services have been ready proud."
Gantt, who earned the B.S
'Continued on Pen Eight)
end for the year at 2:00 a. rn. of Carmi, Ill., a 1963 Chevrolet
The KNA membership is tomorrow morning.
and M.A. in education at Mur- scheduled for Sunday at two
two door hardtop driven by
ray State, has been the regis- p.m. at the Roberts Funeral made up of some 375 registerArea residents "went on" Glen D. Edwards of Kirksey
ed
trar at the university since Home, Mayfield, with John
nurses in Kentucky. The DST the last Sunday in April
Route Two, and a 1969 Chevrostate convention will end Fri- and "go off" on Sunday
1963. He served four years as Hoover officiating.
morn- let convertible driven by HarInterment will be in the May- day.
director of the University
ing.
ald K. Pile of Hudson, Ky.
highway over which the school
School and three years there field Memory Gardens with the
In order to be on 11. corThe police said all three cars
The present directors of West
in
socarrangements by the Roberts
as a supervisory teacher
rect time tomorrow, set your were going north on North 12th Fork Clarks River Watershed busses must travel going to and
ial sciences before accepting his Funeral Home of Mayfield
watches and clocks back one Street when the Ackerman and Conservancy District agree that from school, he continued.
will
"Back to School" Night
The tax was voted by the
where friends may call.
Elernen-..Present post.
hour as you retire tonight. Edwards cars stopped for the "the whole story has not been
be held by the Kirksey
landowners. This tax is less than
If you retire at 11 p.m., mere- traffic light at Chestnut
Heath,
Robert
according
to
told,
Street.
tary School Parent-Teacher Asten cents per $100 of valuation
ly set your clock at 10:00 p. Pile hit the rear end of the chairman oil the board.
sociation on Monday, October
which is regulated by law and
m.
Tomorrow
you will be on Edwards car causing it to hit
The Conservancy District was can not be
27, at 7:30 p.m. at the school.
raised.
the Ackerman car, according to voted into existance by the taxKen-Bar Resort has announc- Central Standard Time.
Mrs. Lubie Parrish, program
The plan of the Conservancy
Kentucky
along
with
the
watershed
area.
the
the
of
its
regular
police
payers
opening
of
ed
the
report.
chairman, said following the
District was drawn up by the
Damage was reported to the The program is designed to con- SCS Engineers as to location,
season of Broadway comedy at majority of the states obseredevotion and the business sessas
Daylight
Saving
Time un- rear end of the Ackerman and trol the flooding of Clarks Rivthe Dinner Theatre. Ken-Bar is
ion, the group will be dismissed
and design of all structures,
located on the access road to der the 1966 Uniform Time Edwards cars and to the front er by retarding structures and channel improvement, and Land
to go to visit the rooms of their
Act.
Under
this
act
a
state
proimprovement.
This
channel
end
of
the
Kentucky
Dam.
Pile
car,
children and talk with their
the Police
treatment and no action of the
gram will help put thousands board of directors can change
The smash-hit comedy "The automatically observes DST report said.
teachers.
unless
the
legislature
of
that
of acres of land, which accord- the location or design of any
Owl and the Pussycat" by Bill
A social hour will be held
ing to the -Corps of Engineers structure, channel improveManhoff, is scheduled as the state passes a law or resoluwith refreshments to be servtion specifically exempting
is some of the most potentially ment, or land treatment.
December 5 season opener.
ed by the mothers of the first
land
productive
(Vicksburg
For its regular season, Ken- the state from the Federal
grades, Mrs. Hugh Farris and
Any new construction requirloam) in Kentucky, back into
Bar laas scheduled six different provisions,
Mrs. Laura Jennings, teachers,
(Continued
on Page LOW/
production. This land that for
productions each ist them playand the eighth grades, Mrs.
*
many
years
has
been
of
litso
ing
for
four
consecutive
weeks,
Dates
have been set for the
Glen Beach and Paul D'Urso,
opening December 5 and runnlesson on Color-Pattern-and Tex- tle of no value will become a
teachers.
ing through May 15 of next
ture offered to the Purchase boon to our economy not for
Mrs. Harold Fones, presitht,
The Murray Woman's Club in oil painting; Mrs. Ed Chrisyear.
Area Homemakers. This lesson just a few but for all residents
urges all parents to be su
received twenty of the thirty- man, second in oil painting.
Performances will be Friday
is made available through the of this area, he said. Another
attend this special "back
Mrs. Buist Scott, first in bafour ribbon awards granted for
and Saturday evenings throughUniversity of Kentucky Cooper- benefit of the completed proschool" night program.
arts and crafts at the First Dis- tik and first in ceramics; Mrs.
gram, Which by DO means shoative
buffet
out
the
season
with
a
Extnesion Service,
second,
and
first,
trict meeting of the Kentucky Robert Hahs,
uld be overlooked, is that it
Mrs.
dinner
served
at
7:30
p.m.
and
Mildred
Potts,
Area
ExFederation of Woman's Clubs third in woodwork, and first
tension Agent in Home Furnish- will alleviate the danger to the
curtain time at 8:30 p.m. Reheld Thursday, October 23, at in collage; Mrs. Donald Story,
Mrs. Pearl Evans Nanney was
rags, will teach the lesson be- lives of our school children as
first and second in china paint- servations are recommended
the Irvin Cobb in Paducah.
by death Friday at
claimed
Clarks
River
at
times
reaches
ginning at 10 a, m. on the foling; Miss Clara Eagle, first, se- and may be made by calling
,m. at the Murray-Cala.
11:05
lowing days, October 28 at the flood stage and overflows the
third in jewelry, and the theatre collect at 502-362loway County Hospital.
Competing with twenty-seven cond, and
Graves County Extension OfLinda Davenport of Hi oltiz8321.
Special
performances
and
metal.
She was 63 years of age and
clubs in the first district, the first in
fice, Mayfield, Kentucky; Ocvile and of Woods Hall
Mrs. Paul Shahan, first, se- group reservations may also be
member of the University
a
tober
29
4
tory, Murray State Univeraity, Murray women won ten first
the McCracken Cocond, and third in decoupage; arranged by contacting the
of Christ.
Church
second
seven
awards,
place
unty Court House, Paducah,
reported to the Murray Police
and Mrs Gene Brandon, second theatre.
Survivors are her husband,
Kentucky, and on November 5
pal one Gibbs tape player and place, and three third place.
for fresh floral arrangement for
Samuel J. Nanney of 505 South
at the Federal Building in Clintapes were stolen from Individual recipients were: Mrs.
the home.
16th Street, Murray; one sister,
ton, Kentucky.
MI 1966 Pontiac, parked by Henry Holton, first in charSharing
"The Rewards of
Accepting the awards was
Tarpon
oil
painting;
first
in
coal
and
Woods Hal on North 14th
Sixty leaders are expected to Christ" will be the subject of Mrs. Jessie Fair of
Mrs.
Matt
Sparkman,
local
seOnas
one
brother,
Fla.;
Springs,
second
Crawford,
K.
T.
Mrs.
treet.
attend these meetings to pre- the sermon for Bro. Bill Threet
cond vice-president and contest
Ky.
- Mita Davenport said the car
pare themselves to teach 625 at the 10:40 a.m. service Sun- Evans of Corydon,
chairman, who was in charge
Funeral services will be held
club members.
was locked and entrance was
Five women from Murrto
day at the Seventh and Poplar Sunday at three p. in. at the
of assembling the Murray exgained by opening a window on
Church of Christ.
included
forty- have been included in the 1970
hibit which
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
the right side. She reported this
19'71 edition of "Who's Who of
Mike Grogan will read the Funeral Home with Bro. L. H.
three items.
to the police at 3:30 p. m. on
World
22:1-5.
American
Rev.
Women,
With
scripture-.'from
Other highlights of the day
Pogue and Bro. Bill Threet ofFriday.
Notables", according to a p
The six p.m. sermon topic will ficiating.
Eight)
rage
on
(rsetInved
lease from the publisher.
be "Caleb" with the scripture
The Murray Unit of the: VatInterment will be in the Murreading from Isaiah 40:9-11 by ray Cemetery with the arrangeional Hairdressers and CosmetoThey
are
Mary
Elizabeth
Bell,
Lamb
Edgar
logists will meet Monday, OctoThe Creative Arts Depart
ments by the J. H. Churchill
Margaret Evelyn Cole, Ruth
The announcements will be Funeral Home where friends
ber 27, at seven p.m. at the
ment of the Murray Woman's
Elizabeth Cole, Betty Hamilton
Triangle Inn.
Club will meet at the club by John Steele and the song may call.
United Prose Interest lensi
Eudora
Lowry, and
Rubie
house on Monday, :October 27. service will be led by Josiah
Lloyd Snodgrass, representa_
Smith.
Darnall.
at 9:30 a.m.
Considerable cloudiness and tive of the Blue Cross-Blue
Eight persons were cued by,
SERMON SUBJECT
Stitchery and enamelling on
cool today through Sunday. Shield Insurance Company, will' speeding yesterday and early
'PREIS KITTENS
copper will be the krafts schedthe
group
explain
in
present
to
mainly
be
to
the
this morning, according
THE HOUR you lost setChance of showers
uled for the members to work
De Samuel R Dodson, Jr.,
Se. map of proposed one,mg your clock ahead for- on during the
east today diminishing tonight. insurance plan to the unit mem citation reports by the Murray
speak on "Keeping Religworkshop meetwill
way grid around Robertson
Police Department.
iivlight time, that is. When
Highs today mostly in the 60s bers.
ing.
ion Vital" at the Sunday morik.
Two kittent, part Siamese
presi
Norsworthy,
Leta
40s.
Mrs.
two
for
citations
were
the
School
on
Other
page
8
in
of
today's ing services at 145 and 10:50
ii retire, set it back an
Lows tonight mainly
Hostess'es will be Mn, H J
dent, urges all members to at driving while intoxicated and and part Manx, are free to
Ledger and Times.
how' for standard time
Bryan, Mrs. Ed Chrisman, and
a.m. at the First United Metho
someone,
for
pets.
Call
753-4910
tend.
one ,for reckless driving. .
NIr.q
list Church.
T.sCrawford.•

Wilson Gantt Named iviria

s. Moubray
Seen&Heard 4 Head, State Group
Dies Friday
Around
Murray

op-

p

lore

Turkey Shoot Is
To Be November 8

Care,

e realized.
the safety
lie greatly
e parents
;la driving

"

M. Brown
o the city
d October
Following
g with no
DWI 15;
I; reckless
arceny 2;
possession
ling a stop
d right of
anecessary
as 95; ac✓ parking

4:1

DST Goes Off At
2:00 a.m. Sunday

Directors Of Watershed Say
"Whole Story Not Been Told"

"Back To School"
Night Planned At
Kirksey On Monday

Ken-Bar Resort To
Open Season For
Broadway Plays

i•••••

Murray Woman's Club
Receives Awards At
First District Meet

250
200
100

950
875
600
650
500
150
125
500
875
D75

Traffic Collision
Occurs Last Night
At 12th & Chestnut

Homemakers Plan
Lessons Next Week

it

Mrs.Nanney
Passes Away

Rere's Your
Hour Back.

Player And Tapes
Reported Stolen

Sermon Subjects
Given For Sunday

•f

Five Murray Women
In Recent Edition

Murray Unit NHCA
To Meet Monday

WEATHER REPORT

Creative Arts To
Hold Workshop

Eight Persons Are
Cited By Police

•

•
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THE LEDGER

THE LEDGER & TIMES Television

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Inc., CormMahon of the Murray Ledger, The'Calloway Times,
and
The Times-Herald, October 20, lea and the West Kentuckian,
January 1, la42.
IN N. eth Street. Marray, Kentaeky 4.1e71
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We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters
to
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not the Editor,
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Interest of our readers.
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once on a drear, dark night,
there was this witch who did
not love her neighbor, and cast
a spell on her, until one day..."

Rc-disc

Hospital Report

Wall Street
Chatter

-

By
NIXON TO TRAVEL

By RICK DU BROW

YORK (UPI)-Many
NEW
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Presstocks already have recovered ident Nixon may travel to New
HOLLYWOOD (UPI).- With
previous
a good part of their
Jersey and Virginia in coming
the New York Mets now the
correction, while others still are
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE
'.44.1.0.011
(
weeks
to speak in support of
WTTMER
CO.,
1501)
WITH HELEN STACY
world champions (of the United
Madison Ave.. Memphis, Term.; Time & Life Bldg.,
selling not far above recent Republican gubernatorial
New York, N.Y..
ADMISSIONS
candiStephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
States), it figured this would be
says.
Inc.
Hayden,
Stone
lows,
according to the White
dates,
a
good month for people who
Price patterns fall for the most House. Presidential Press
Entered at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for
Mrs. Helen Jones, Hale's Tn.
Setranarniasion as have been counted clown and
Perhaps even yet on Coats need not be witchcraft, but
part into three categories. cretary Ronald L.
Second Class Matter
RobZiegler did
Murray;
Crt.,
Debris
Mrs.
Branch in Perry County or in when the spacer starts, "They
out.
reformed
a
have
Issues that
4111114
not mention dates.
erts, Rte. 6, Mayfield; Alfred
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per
week 35e, per In television, at any rate, it a pretty cottage in Morgan, was this family who had bur- Wright, Rte, 1, Murray; Miss base during the past few weeks
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining
when dusk has settled early on ied their kin at Cannel City
is.
and then moved up through this
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $18.00. All counties, per year. 1640:
For example, the Smothers the countryside and the family in Morgan County during the Carolyn Lamb, Rte, 5, Murray; base, issues that appear to
service subscriptions 88.00.
Brothers, who were fired by gathered inside, an old one will big coal boom. Later they wait- Mrs. Rose Ragsdale, Rte. 6, have bottomed out but are still
"The Outstanding Civic Asset el a
Community is the
CBS-TV, have latched on to an become the center of attention ed to raise their daughter and Murray; Mrs. Myra Nanny, P.O. in the base-building stage, and
lategrity et its Newspaper'
hour video special on another by telling about the clays nut bring her back to Troublesome Box 182, Murray; Miss Patricia issues which have recovered to FIRE DAMAGE
network. Their show will be too long ago when witches Creek. I was a young woman Voyles, Woods Hall Box 4, MSU, levels
where they can be
SATURDAY - OCTOBER 25, 1969
broadcast on NBC-TV Feb. 16. didn't ride a brooinstick across then . . " the listeners are Murray; Rafe Willoughby, Rte.3, considered temporarily overDURBAN, South Africa
Box
a
Wilcox,
brooding
Murray;
sty
Buthel
Mrs.
but
walked
certain
SPELL-bound
held
to
In
be
Then there is Jim Aubrey,
bought." The best opportunities (UPI)- A fire which set off
a
front
door.
445,
Necie
Mrs.
Dawson
Springs;
to the end-and often the end
the former network president
for price enhancement are in explosions of ammunition on
"After we were all seated does not come till two or three Hicks, Rte. 3, Murray.
who also was fired by CBS-TV.
first two categories, the Durban's docks Monday caused
the
in the big room on a chill night witch tales latter and the late
He has been made the key
firm says.
more than $14 million damage,
back in the 1800s on Coats hours of night.
DISMISSALS
working boss of Metro-Goldwynofficials said today.
municipal
Branch
the
fun
would
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
begin," And, "You remember, those
Mayer, and will surely control said the
There were no casualties in the
tiny beech-nut of a Smith youngins were here and
Mrs.
Rte.
4,
Virginia
Duke,
production.
Whether the market is now fire, which swept five railway
woman. "Daddy would sit in got afraid to go home and had Murray; Miss Deborah Fent, 739
witnessing one of those mayor warehouses. Police officials
In short, he now heads up a the corner close by the big
pine me makire beds all over the So. 41st Sirs Louisville; Mrs.
rallies that often come along said the cause was undeterstudio that, among other things, torch driving pegs in the shoes
floor in the middle of the night. Lynda Broach and Baby Girl,
Mrs. C. R, Cunningham, age 81, died at her home on Murray will try to sell television shows be was
making, while Ma sat Why, some of us would have Hale's Trl. Crt., Murray; Miss "at the tail end of a great mined.
Route Two today at 715 a.m.
to all networks, including the nearby knitting socks. Tell us to set up
boom" and which "can go 100
all night."
Trots Perry, 203 Pine St., Mur- points or more and turn Wall
Judy Dalton, Diane Orr, Max Workman, Patty Key, David one that fired him.
a witch tale, we would start '' Sometimes the spells cast on
ray; Mrs. Judy Outland, 803 No. Street rampantly bullish just
Waldrop, Della Taylor, Diana Sheridan, Donald Doron, Sonoma
All Has Problems
Mrs. Mary Combs Engle who a neighbor were not too se18th St., Murray; Miss Dorthy before the bottom falls out" or
And then there is Mohammad lives with a daughter, Mn. vere, such as
Thornton, Dan McDaniet, Bobby Taylor, Carolyn Orr, Laura
causing the milk Sowell, 311 So. Irwin, Murray;
Jo Crouch, and Joyce Paschall are members of the cast of the All, the former Cassius Clay, Louraney Hurley in We Lib- not to clabber
whether it is seeing something
so the family
freshman class play at Lynn Grove High School.
who is the ex-world hea- erty, will be 90 next May. She would be deprived of butter- Mrs. Aleshia Cunningham, Rte. more lasting and construction
4, Murray; Danny Washburn,Rte. depends
A large group of Calloway Countians were in Paducah yesterday vyweight champion. Ali has sat in her comfortable home milk and butter, or worse
economic
the
on
still
to hear Former President Harry S. Truman speak in behalf of the been having his problems for recalling days of witch craft preventing the cow from giv- 2, Murray; Mrs. Ora Adams, situation ahead, Indicator
Democratic party.
some time now, but you can see in the mountains, singing snat- ing milk at milking time, even 518 So. 13th St., Murray; Rafe Digest says. The firm believes
him Saturday as a commenta- ches of ballads that traveled causing firewood to sputter and Willoughby, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. the answer lies in what is done
s
tor for the American-Russian many miles acmss the sea and smoke irrsitead of burning. For Elsie Lovett, 408 No. 5th St., about
Vietnam
"and how
amateur boxing competition on reciting poems that she had every spell cast by a witch, Murray; Cary Rose, 214 So. 12th quickly it is done".
ABC-TV's "Wide World of written.
there was a charm to dispell St., Murray; Mrs. Lira Lyles,
To get in the proper mood- it. The problem was figuring Rte. 1, Hardin.
Sports," from Las Vegas,
E. F. Hutton
- & Co. feels that
The Mets by the way, will be or because she enjoyed the op- out the charm.
the unusually large percentage
During the days of Indian
among those saluted in an April portunity to relive a part of her
gains recorded by low-priced
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Summer and when the nights
2 NBC-TV special, "It Couldn't past--Mrs. Engle said:
speculative issues in the last
"On Troublesome we used to turn cold . . during these days
be Done," which will focus on
few sessions should be regarded
American achievements that sing George Riley, Fair Ellen- of Halloween . . go to a
with some suspicion. With the
were "thought to be out of der, and that one about Rosean- grandparent, a great grandparlist now more overbought than
nie's
blood
sprinkled
ent
or any old person in the
like hard
at any time this year and also
The coronation service for the Glib Aulliery of the Blood reach." According to a press drops of rain. The
one about family or community. Ask them
rapidly approaching the, overRiver Association was held at the Piot Baptist Church on October release, the Mets will be little Omie is an awful
-hqatess- can -help-yew-pretty to stalk about the days of their
honored along with the Panama
bought condition seen In early
18. Fifty-eight girls participated. -song. Pally Fugate used to sing childhood. Watch their eyes'
over the anxiety of getCanal,
Mount
Rushmore
and
April
firm
year,
the
of
last
The West Kentucky Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Price
it, a good hand to sing.
take on a sparkle, their faces
ting
acquainted in new
the
Golden
Gate
Bridge.
says, the behavior of these
Doyle of Murray State College, will present a concert November 7.
'Little Ornie was mispsin' and
a glom, and their entire being
surroundings and make
speculative
issues
"appears
to
Mx. and Mrs. Norman Hale have left for Syracuse, N.Y. due to the "The idea of the program,"
could not be found,
a new alertness. Listen to their
you feel at "Home
Says the producer, "is to single
be a bit too much too soon."
grave illness of his grandfather, Fred Hale.
Her friends and her neighstories while there is yet time.
Sweet.
Home," again.
out
Americans
responsible
for
firm
The
recommends waiting
Mrs. Warren S. Swann will review some New York plays at the
bors all gathered around
In Mrs. Engle's childhood she
"some
for
She
sort
pullback"
of
will
bring gifts and
regular meeting of the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's doing things which everybody
Up stepped her own mother
remembers the old one would
said were impossible."
before committing new funds.
vital information from
Club.
and all she could say,
finally take the Bible from the
Gains Courage
--your neighborhood busiJim has killed her and now shelf, open it to Deuteronomy
Now that is gorgeous creative
Many investors holding bonds
ness and civic leaders.
run away.!
and read verses 10 through 12
thinking. If nothing else, it
whose market price has slipped
"Polly could sing it awful and read to the children to ex.
Call Lind* 7
gives me the courage to show pretty. Bein's how May
tCLIM
.
S1
2311
since they were purchased
is my plain why witchcraft should not
that I can stretch an angle at birth, I like the one called be practiced.
Pb...
should consider selling them
least as well. Let's see: As I Bright May Morning . . speakand taking the loss as an
Maybe it was a subtle way of
NI Irecall, my angle on this piece in' about witchcraft and witch- teaching about love and
offsetting
deduction
against
forLEDGER & TIMES FILE
was losers who came back on , es, for sure and everyone was giveness that when a child
capital gains tax liability for
The Most
television. All right:
afraid that one would get is pleaded, "Tell us a witch tale.
Famous Basket
this tax year, according to
=On Noy. 9, on ABC., the house and cause -seine- reiri, Please, Me. Tell earleit-tioe,
Dean Witter L Co. Then by, In the Wocid•
the old one would tiegle, "Well, .TairestrufAiiierica buying other bonds of sim.ilar‘.
Richard Burton plays the ifi- ful evil to befall.
Bay LLS Swale Mai& Freedom
fated agent of "The Spy Who "One sad story was about a
reestment
quality
with
av
Deaths reported this week are Henry C. "Bub" Vinson, Ed W, Came In from
the Cold," on the young man of about 18 who had
Watkins, age 75, and John C. Lassiter, age 76.
fallen
in
love
with a beautiful
Sunday movie.
Members of the Calloway County Draft Board appointed
by -On Nov. 2, a "lost" piano young lady, but her mother was
Gov. Keen Johnson were Carl Starks,Roy Brandon,A. W.
Simmons, work by Franz Schubert, whose a witch and wanted the daughDr. P. A. Hart, and Dr. L. D. Hale.
manuscript was discovered last ter to stay home with her and
Miss Mary Nelle Rayburn was married to Edgar Shirley on year in an attic in an Austrian not marry. The,daughter went
October 12.
town, will be played by Lili agin her mother's wishes and
Calloway County has two hundred and seventy-two students enroll- Kraus on CBS-TV's, "Camera wed the young man anyway.
The witch's hatred grew as
ed at Murray State College.
Three."
v
- According to reports, Lyn- time passed and after a year
don Johnson, who announced the daughter gave birth to a
ri
during last year's primary baby boy.
"The witch cast a spell on
- '"s
campaigns that he would not
her and she became ill. Realizrun again for the presidency, ing
what had happened the.
will be the subject of a number
made a hair ball and stuck pins
of autobiographical CBS-TV in it and
were supposed to pitch
We exhiirted and comforted and charged every one of you, as a documentaries covering his 38 it in the fireplace which
the
years
in
public
office.
-g
44,
4.*
father cloth his childreu, that ye would walk worthy of God.-1
failed to do. That would have
• Arses.ss
s̀ 4,"
Well, at any rate, it's broke the spell.
•
Thessalonians 2:11,12.
.7* •
•r"
111.0
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The ultimate test of your actions and the quality of your life October, and let's drink to the
"Another time a witch was
Mets. They have enlivened displeased when
ir•-•
'
7 " 0.`
is found in the question, "Is it worthy of God?"
her husband
television, as you can see, with went hunting against
her wishmore
than
baseball. And es and put a spell on him.
He
everybody's got an angle.
could not kill game though he
SE
could see it at close shot.
•
whereby the public could count
"One day a-hunting he decid
n disengagement in Vietnam.
ed to break the spell and un
s •
President Nixon, meantime,
ALMANAC
loaded his gun at a stream anil
'
• •,••
has been listening to similar
let the water run through the
discordances within his own
Republican party. Sen. Edward By United Press International barrel]. Soon the neighbors
came runnin' to tell him his
Brooke, R-Mass. and Sen.
Today is Saturday, Oct. 25, wife was ill and likely dying
Robert Griffin, R-Mich., both
and would he come quick. When
with some the 298th day of 1969 with 67 to
along
thought,
By MERRIMAN SMITH
he picked the gun up from the
others, that the President follow.
UPI White House Reporter
stream, the charm was broken
The moon is full.
should have withdrawn his
The
morning
stars
are and his wife (the witch) wee
nomination of Judge Clement
well."
Mercury,
Venus,
Jupiter
and
F. Raynsworth Jr., to the
WASHINGTON (UPI)- ForMrs. Engle (Mary Angeline
Saturn.
withdrawn
Supreme
Court
and
mer Vine President Hubert H.
The
evening
star
is
Mars.
Combs
Engle) and her husbsand.
apparently
Humphrey
gave It a long time ago.
On this day in history:
the late John D. Engle were
some of his fellow Democrats
In 1854, in the famed Charge parents of nine children. The
itchy
time by saying
an
of
the Light Brigade, some 670 daughter of Frank Combs and
President,
least
at
ne
recently that generally he
a.
British cavalrymen fighting in Rhoda Ritchie (a bausin to the
• st"t
approved of the way President through the past weekend, was
famed
folk
singer
and
Crimean
the
War
music.
support
attacked
of
a
his
in
Nixon was approaching settle- firm
heavily fortified Russian posi- ian Jean Ritchie), Mrs. Engle
Haynsworth.
ment of the Vietnam War.
is leaving an invaluable herition and were wiped out.
Particularly
pained
were
In 1936, the Fascist govern- tage to her children and grandvarious Democratic senators
The President also said ment of Germany and Italy children. Folk songs sung as
who had to go on weekend publicly that
round a family hearthstone,
he would not be formed the Rome-Berlin Axis.
television interview shows and swayed by
In 1966, a fire aboard the tales and legends repeated time
the impact of last
face a yea-or-no situation. Did Wednesday's "Vietnam
Mora- -American carrier Oriskany off and again-"They never seem
they support Humphrey or not? torium,"
to weary of them"- religious
and that Presidential Vietnam killed 33 men.
The answers varied but added policy could
In 1968, 32 persons died in the training as strong as the hills
and would not be
up to a hopeful belief that made
- a legacy of riches beyond
in the streets,
crash of a Northeast Airlines
Humphrey did not mean it
measure.
plane near Hanover, N.H.
Mrs. Engle's youngest chud,
exactly as he said it. Sen.
--John D. Engle of West Cbeetw,
It was no secret, however,
Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine,
A thought for the day: Ohio and native
of Morgan Coand a 1972 presidential possibili- that the administration kept American
author Ridgley Tor unty, is a widely known writer
ty within his party, thought close tabs on the demonstration rence
said, "God gave them and poet. He is a
graduate of
Humphrey was talking largely which was detested largely to
youth, God gave them love, and Morgan County High School
Stewart Hensley, as chief diplomatic reporter for
in terms of time-that Nixon opposing Nixon policies in the even God
United Press International, can usually
can give them no and of the University of Kenwax. Possibly there was no
was entitled to more of It.
be fotuld right where the action is. During his 22
more."
tuck
-y
and
taught
school
years of coverage of the international
in
F1
y
"I don't think the President policy change as result of the
scene, he has worked in 50 countries... in
ette Cruelty belore moving to
Asia, Europe,the Middle East and Latin America.
should be pressured or pa- Moratorium, but the dimensions
Ohio. While in Lexington, his
He has covered, to mention a few assignments
nicked into a point of view with of it were measured carefully.
, the Japanese Peace Conference,the Geneva
play, "The Charm," based on
Take It Easy
which he does not agree,"
Conference
on Laos, the Kennedy-Khrushchev meeting
stories told him by his mother
in Vienna and the 1955 Afro-Asian
Mum' 'e said.
was produced at Guignol TheaConference at Bandung. We believe you will find it
Looking
back
over
the
Sete Fred Harris, D-Okla.,
reassuring to know that we, as a subDon't over-exert yourself on tre; and many of his short stor,
scriber to UPI, bring you the most important news..,
chairman of the Democratic preceding maze of positions and your day off just because
from the most qualified men.
it's a ies and poems have been w ratNational Committee, seemed to statements, it Is hard to escape fine summer day. Extra
rounds ten from mountain legend and
one
conclusionthat
when
a
Humphrey
and
swerve around
of golf or extra tennis matches lore.
say what he wanted from Nixon political figure speaks of telling can be exhausting,
It does not necessarily take
sometimes
was more of a clef:trite scliedule, It "like it is," what he ready fatal, the Health
a writer to enjol talking with
Insurance
timetable means is "tail it as I want it." Institute
something
of a
older ones: And the subject
cautions.
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"This the first thing you eve.
won in your life?" somebody
asked Al Weis.
"Of this value, yes," he said.
NEW YORK (UPI)— Al We
9:30a.m. "A Show of Victory" Homecoming Pa"What have you ever won
was the guest of honor.
before?"
At least he was supposed
rade, featuring MSU and Eastern Kentucky
to
In his first year as head bas"Now that you mention it, I
be.
bands along with high school bands from
He looked more like one of can't remember winning any- ketball coach at Morehead State
THURSDAY COUPLES
MAGIC-TRI
Central
City, Mayfield, Lone Oak, North
University,
Bill
Harrell
D.
is
thing.
But I didn't actually win
the salesmen in the place. A
stuvvi.ING LEA4L011
BOWLING LEAGUE
Marshall, Murray and others.
this car; they gave it to me." quickly learning why college coanew car salesman. Al Weis,
Wool(
of
lu-io-ov
Week of 10-21-'69
the
"You earned it by what you ches develop ulcers.
world champion New York
Standings:
W.
Standings:
W.
The
91-year-old
started
coach
did
in
the series," the PR man
Mets' supersub, stood between
beitiouteu Four
7 Johnson Grocery
11 a.m. to Smorgasbord Luncheon, SUB Ballroom.
17
28
practice
last
and
week
already
for the auto company said.
two employes in the
Country Kitchen
iteapens
7
23
17
12:30
main
Tickets: $2.00 each.
Al Weis, who hit .454 in the has been hit by three doses of
Ezell's Beauty School 20
showroom of the Volkswagen
isuaters
.16
bad
news.
series
against
the Orioles and
By United Press International
Automobile Company here and
Rockets
16
a Carroll Volkswagen 20
Jerry King, a 6-2 sophomore
1:15 p.m. Pre-Game Ceremonies. Cutchin Stadium.
Owen's Food Mkt,
brightened up the whole joint. homered in the seventh inning
19
16
SPorns
Miller Funeral Home 17
He was wearing one of his of the final game to bring the guard from Idaysvills, has been Night Owls
Leroy Kelly is healthy again
Crowning of Homecoming Queen and pre10
14
15
favorite suits, an eye-catching Mets from behind and tie the ill with the flu and is a week Red Birds
and eagar to wipe out some
12 12 Jerry's Restaurant
sentation of parade trophies.
teammates
behind
condithis
in
10
unpleasant memories.
gray plaid affair which blended score, simply listened and
Turtles
12 12 Bank of Murray
ioning.
Town Si Country
Kelly, the National Football
perfectly with his rich blue didn't say anything.
L
S.
D.
Pl
us
1
11
13
Jerry Hueseman a 6-6 junior
2:00 p.m. Homecoming Football
Drees Sloop
Typical Of VW
6
8 24 League's leading rusher last
Murray
shirt and matching tie, and he
&cots
10
14
i
Ind.,
"We feel Al is typical of the forward from Dillsboro,
State vs. Eastern Kentuck;Tate Uniseason
spoke softly but happily about
1,239
with
yards,
will
Roiling Stones
10
14
High
Team
3
Games
NC
has
unable
been
to
work
out bebe in tlie Cleveland backfield
the events of the past two Volkswagen," the PR man went
Alley Cats
versity. Cutchin Stadium.
18 Johnson's Groc.
2881
on, making his pitch. "He's cause of a recently-diagnosed Boilers
for
only his third full game this
weeks.
6
Owen's
Food Mkt
2621
case
of
"water
on
knee."
the
reliable,
dependable and his
season
Sunday
the
when
Strikes
Runnerig) To MVP
5 19 Jerry's Restaurant
2878
Halftime: Performances by Murray State and Eastern
He may return shortly but no
Browns play host tc the St.
There were the playoffs, of (.215) batting average during
High
Team
Game
NC
High Toam Game SC
definite date has been set.
the
bands a special tribute to memory of the
season
'economical,'
was
course, the World Series and
993 Louis Cardinals in a key
Both King and Hueseman are Night Owls
'719 Johnson's Groc,
Century
late
Division
now this, he said, gazing but he delivers in the clutch."
U.S. Congressman Robert A. (Fats)
clash.
Johnson's
Groc.
969
697
Al Weis kept listening as the expected to contend for starting Red Birds
Despite his impressive rushthrough the plate glass window
Owen's
Food
Mkt
Everett
(D., Tenn.), Class of '36, and hon968
Night Owls
689
ing figures, Kelly had some
of the showroom at the small PR man talked about how the positions,
High Int 3 Games HC
oring of Murray's Tangerine Bowl ChampHigh
The
Team
_
latest
Game
and
serious
HC
most
_
-company
come
had
out
with a
car parked outside on the
LaVaughn Latimer
623 unpleasant experiences with the
development occurred Sunday Night Owls
ions of 1951.
1392 Barbara
street. It was a 1970 Volkswa- special new color for 1970,
Chilcutt
613
when
Birds
Mann, a 6-9 cen- Red
Lavon
816
bright
yellow.
Isabel
gen sedan presented to him as
Parka
589
NFL ROUNDUP
802
"They gave me a choice of ter, underwent an emergency Night Owls
4:30 to
High Ind. Game HC
Reception for MSU Alumni and guests at
runnerup in the balloting for
appendectomy.
High
Ind.
Gam*
The
SC
transfer
soFaye Forbus
the Most Valuable Player in the any color I wanted, but I
233
6 p.m."'Oakhurst," home of Murray President
Somerset
phomore
Rowland
194
from
CommJoye
Betty Dixon
227 Cardinal's defense last season.
World Series. Donn Clelndenon, picked this one," Weis said,
and Mrs. Harry M.Sparks.
unity College may be out a mon- Joyce Roller
183 Barbara Chile'au
224 In their first meeting, '<elly
the Mets' first baseman, was looking toward the car on the th.
Patsy Neale
181
was limited to just five yards
High Ind. 3 Games SC
given a new standard-sized car street again. The color was off' Mann, considered vital in Har- Lyman Dixon
223 LaVaughn Latimer
6:15 p.m. Unveiling of plaques honoring past MSU
487 in 11 carries while the Browns
one day earlier for having been white.
214 Betty Dixon
rell's rebuilding plans, averaged Jim Nealee
Al
Weis
smiled
and
talked
495 could manage only 22 yards on
named the MVP in the series.
alumni presidents and secretaries. Lobby
211 Marilyn Parks
about the parade the Mets 18 points and 27 rebounds last Fred Paul Stalls
479 the ground in a 27-21 loss.
of the Administration Building.
High
HC
Game
Ind.
season.
Mann
Jim
and
Day,
a
6-8
Sun-games
NFL
High Ind. Gam. SC
In other
participated in Monday.
233 Betty Dime
"A few of the guys missed junior who saw limited action Joyce Roller
203 day, Minnesota is a 16-point
230 Faye Forbus
Detroit;
Los
it, ' he said. "I wouldn't have last year, are expected to take Joye Rowland
182 favorite over
6:30p.m. Appreciation Dinner for past presidents
223 LidVaughn Latimer
180 Angeles is an 11-point choice
missed it for anything, It was up some of the scoring and re- Patsy Neale
and secr
. etaries of the Murray State Alumni
241
Lyman
Dixon
bounding
slack caused by the
over winless Chicago; Philadelthe first parade I was ever in."
Splits Converted
Association. Winslow Cafeteria.
239 Barbara
over
pick
The conversation drifted to departure of All-OVC perform- Carlos Black Jr.
phia
a
3
1
/
is
2-point
Chilcutt 3-10 & 5-8-10
234 Kay Ezell
that home run of his in the ers Lamar Green and Willie Fred Paul Stalls
2-7 New Orleans, also winless;
Games
SC
Team
High
3
(Hobo)
Jackson.
8:00p.m. Annual Homecoming Dance. Ballroom,
final series game and he
Nancy Maggard __ 5-7 & 3-10 Green Bay is favored by 13
2033 Wanda While
Green and Jackson paced last Night Owls
remembered every detail.
5-6 points over Atlanta; Washington
SUB.8 p.m. to midnight.
1954 Faye Forbus
year's* Eagles who went 18-9 on Red Birds
Knew It Was Homer
5-10 is a seven-point choice over
1870
Reapers
tied
and
for
(iiio
the
"When I hit the ball I thought the YeAr
Bobbie Garrison __ 3-10 & 940 Pittsburgh; and Baltimore is
High Toni$ Omni NC
heavy 131,2-point pick over San,
Tap Ton Averages
I. hit it well enough for it to go Valley Conference crown with
2372 Betty Dixon
Night Owls
•
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"Football Injuries” will be out," he said. "as I got to first an ll-3 loop mark.
SWANS BEGIN FLIGHT
.165 Francisco.
SAN DIEGO (UPL)—Gary
2318 Bobby Garrison
Bad news is not new to Ha- Rockets
159
The subject of the "PANMED" base I saw Buford (Baltimore
Garrison, wide-receiver of the
Dallas
2308
is
favored
Birds
Red
by
141/2
WASHINGTON (UPI) —More
Marilyn Parks
--- - 158
. series this Monday (October 27) left fielder Don Burord) coming rrell. It started last summer
San Diego Chargers who ranks
High Ind. 3 Games HC
Mildred Hodge
153 points to beat New York in a than 50,000 whistling swans second
at 8:30 p.m. on the Kentucky in and I said, 'Oh, no!' but when returning starter Ron Gain the American FootMonday
525
night
Dixon
game.
Betty
Wanda
thright,
begin
Nance
senior
a
their
6-3
forward,
146
southerly
flight
Educational Television Network, when I got to second I heard
League's
pass receiving
ball
465
Woods
Joann
La
Vaughn
from
Latimer
reported
143
northern Canada the last
for football practice.
the roar of the crowd and I
Channel 21, Murray.
season,
will miss
this
statióAcs
464
Neale
Patsy
Betty Darnell
Gathright, one of two regulars
Minnesota, winner of four week in October, and the
139
This week's program, dealing knew it Was a home run. I
Sunday's game with the Oak572
Dixon
Lyman
Nancy
Rogers
Federal
136
back
Aviation
this
straight
season,
returned
losing
since
its
to
Administraopener
with the physician's role in tre- didn't lose any time getting to
Hargrove
569 Sandra Thompson
135 for New York, will face a tion wants pilots to look out for land"- Raiders because of a
ating gridiron injuries, is, in third because I just wanted to football after sitting out the 1968 T. C.
551
Buchanan
Mary
Harris
Raul
135 Detroit team that is without them. The FAA said an 18— to broken collarbone. Garrison
addition to being geared to the get into the dugout. When I did season to concentrate on basketinjury in the
Games HC
Isabel Parks
Incl.
3
High
133
ball.
He
starting quarterback Bill Mun- 25—pound swan colliding with a suffered the
is
a
starter
the
footin
interests of the state's doctors (Ron) Swoboda said to Cleon
Chargers' 13-10 victory Sunday.
615
Dixon
Betty
jetliner
ball
could
and
Eagles'
defensive
son
Mel
Farr,
backfield
trigger
the Lions'
a tragedy
and other health professionals, (Jones), 'How about that!' and
603
Joyce Roller
The whistling swans fly in and at an altitude sometimes
leading rusher.
for coaches and others who work Cleon answered back, 'They're and won't report for basketball
600
Woods
KENTUCKY LAKE
formations up to 150 miles wide 10,000 feet high.
until Nov. 23, one week before Joann
finished now."
with athletic programs.
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the Eagle cafers play their first Lyman Dixon
The "PANMED" series, deve616
Fred Paul Stalls
1430-69
loped_ y the health schools of. As Al Weis talked there in game.
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walked rest of the team in learning my Betty Dixon
and
University of Louisville,and var- man
160 T. V.
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Service Center 21
7
ious state health societies, be- toward him. He had a notepad offensive system but he:11 play Marilyn Parks
160
Bank of Murray
20
8
gan this month on all 12 KETV in his hand and looked as if he a lot of basketball before the Joye Rowland
148 Moose
Lodge
16 12
I looked up from my work one day and by my desk,I found
was about to write out a season ends," Harrell says of Jane Knighht h
stations.
144 Lindsey's
his
arrival.
late
15 13
Throughout the winter the ser- summons for the small off144
A little boy who stared at me with eyes so big and round .0.
Country Kitchen
The two-time "Kentucky High Polly Owen
15 13
ies will feature advances and white car parked illegally in the
High Averages Wen)
Colonial Bread
School
Year"
Coach
the
14
He wasn't scared, you understand, just little and all alone.
at
of
14
street.
new concepts in the fields of
187 Murray Mobil
Homes 14 14
Shelby County remains optimis- Jim Neale
pharmacy, the allied health proBut
he spoke right up, "Could you telrme, please, if this is the
182
Martin Oil
13 15
"You're Al Weis, aren't tic despite his bad luck and pre- T. C. Hargrove
fessions, nursing, medicine,den179 Williams Super Ser.
Buchanan
Paul
Savings ond Loan?
13 15
tistry and hospital administra- you?" he said to the Mets' dictions by sports writers of Lyman Dixon
177 Crazy Horse
10
18
season.
a
less-than-brilliant
infielder.
'Cause
if
it is, I'd like to see if accounts can be opened by little
tion: The series has been sche176 Mo-Go Oil
8 20
"I'm not making any excuses," Hafton Garner
"That's right," Weis said, a
duled s..) mai each week's proboys like me.
Carrier Corp.
7 21
he said.
gram will be devoted to informa- trifle apprehensively.
R. 0. T. C.
6 22
nine
years old, (going on ten), and I figured it's time that I learned
Harrell's
I'm
squad
the
opens
a
"I'm
neighbor
of
out
yours
tion from a different health field.
How to save my money and watch it grow, 'cause it's money that I
Team High 3 Game SC
"Football Injuries" will be ou Long Island, I recognized season Dec. 1 at Jacksonville,
Mutual of (..en..h^
___ 2717
seen this Monday night over all you from outside and I just Fla. against perennial SEC powhave earned."
T. V. Service Center ____
KETV stations except Channel wanted to congratulate you," erhouse Florida in the opening
Sunshine
of
round
policeman
Classic
the
said.
the
'
,
wings
!-!!:
were in a paper sack---clutched tight in a grubby hand,
Lindsey's
2570
15 in Louisville. The show will
"Thank you," Al Weis said, Tournament.
Team High 3 Games HC
be televised in Louisville on
And
I
suddeni7 z-w, instead of a child, a promising businessman.
Asked if he knew of any more
shaking hands with the cop.
Mutual of Omaha
3011
Monday, November 10.
"We'll be happy to teach 'thrift , "I smiled. "You may start
injuries to his untested players,
"I'm pleased to meet you."
Martin Oil
2922
Harrell replied:
Lindsey's
2964
with any amount."
"Not now. But call me tomoHigh Team Single Game SC
•
So
we
sat
down together, a little boy am! I, and opened his sayings
rrow."
Mutual of Omaha
992
account.
Martin Oil
957
917
Murray State's undefeated cro- T. V. Service Center
High T•am Singh, Game HC
ss country team will run the only
Mutual of Omaha
1090
team to beat them last year when
Martin Oil
1083
they meet Western Kentucky, to- William
Super Serv.
1040
day at Bowling Green.
High Ind, 3 Games SC
Murray has beaten Middle Te. Don Abell
627
nnessee, Arkansas State, and Ncirm Chaney
594
Southern Illinois at Edwardsville T.' C. Hargrove
591
dual
in
matches
this
season
and
Kentucky
The
Lake
High Ind. 3 Games 14C
has also won the Owensboro In.
Waterfowl Association will
675
vitational Meet. Western was se Don Abell
meet in regular session
Lee Roy Barnett
665
cond
to
Murray
in
the
OwensMonday evening at the
George Layne
650
boro
meet.
Avalon Restaurant.
Highlnd. Single Game SC
Murray won 8 of the first L_ Don
Association president Terry
Abel
255
Oliver has urged attendance places in beating STU at Edwar- Norm Chaney
239
dsville
last
Saturday
, and the Hafton
by every member.
231
Garner
"This is an important top three Racers, Gregg Fullar.
Ind. Game HC
meeting," Oliver said. "We ton, Darrell Remote, and Gary Don Abel
271
AHighll
Leighton, all broke the course Robert Ethertoa
will finalize plans for the big
2513
Ducks Unlimited rally to be record of 20:55.
Norm Chancy
253
Fullarton had a 20:10 for the
held Nov. 1 and we especially
Top Bowler,
four
miles,
Remote
a
20:16,
and J. Neel
need all committee chair186
men at Monday's meeting. Leighton a 20:21. Bob Weis fini. N. Quincy
181
"Honkers shed fourth with a 21:26, Bill Cl- D. Abell
film,
A
181
prepaid," will be shown by ark sixth with a 21:33, Steve N. Knight
181
Camelbeek seventh with a 21:45, V. Riley
personnel of the Tennesse.
17
P Hargrove
176
National Wildlife Refuge Dale Nanney ninth with a 21:55, ?..
die
Ragsdale
176
office here. The movie and Rick Sieveking tenth with a
G. Skiles
17
depicts the life cycle and 21:59.
Fullarton, Remole, and Lei- P. Buchanan
17
migratory
habits
of
17
Canadian geese and features ghton have carried on a real ba- L Dixon
ttle tor the Racers' top spot. H. Coy
174
a goose hunt.
Leighton finished first in the
first two meets, Remole in the Fans See More Lost
third, and Fullarton in the fourGOOD FISHING
th. Last Saturday's times how- Than Swimming Meet
WILLOUGHBY, Ohio (UPI)— ever, were the best for adthree.
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. (UPI) —
Gov. James A. Rhodes and a
Western was the only team to
group of politicians and news- beat Murray last year in a dual Swimming fans saw Sunrise Jumen went to the Chargin River match, turning the trick on the nior High School lose more than
Tuesday to publicise the good Murray course. The Racers beat a dual meet to Nova Junior
High Tuesday.
salmon fishing there.
the Rilltoppers in the Western
Charlie Hinsey of Sunrise was
.•
AN INSTITUTION WHICH CATERS TO ITS JUNIOR SAVERS
Rhodes and his entourage Invitational and the Ohio Valley leading the 200-yard medley reConference
meet.
lay when he went into a turr
waded into the river. Three
MURRAY BRAN'Cl-,1
OOPS, SORRY—Joan Tench of Foden ladles soccer team is hours later, they returned to
too quickly, causing his blue
startled (and, no doubt, embarassed) as she has her shorts pulled shore empty-handedand white trunks to fall off.
Hopkinsville Federal Savings & Loan Association
The embarrassed Hinsey dove
dews by al overly-eager member of a Scottish team daring's
to drift to the surface.
Finally, a specially equipped
to the bottom of the pool to rematch in the Ladles' International Football competition in
state boat sent an electrical
Rhodes immediately grabbed trieve the trunks, losing the
-Leaden.
Murray, Kentucky
304 E. Main St.
PhOne 753-7921
charge through the water, the fish and presented them to race and allowing Nova to beat
—UPI Photo causing several stunned
salmon onlookers.
Sunrise, 44-42
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer

UPI).— Prestravel to New
ua in coming
a stwort of
atonal candito the White
gl Press SeZiegler did
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C.
Jones, Charles
at the

Sloppy housekeeper
got the message
By Abigail Van Buren

Depart-

ment

IL T.

"Back
school at

pay]

TV dinners ready the children, but nothing for me, tohadI
Went home
and
brought it
their
dinners and part of mine' All the while, their motheratelooked
on.
must have
daughter more than

The Hazel United Methodist
Church WSCS will have its call
to prayer and self denial at the
church at ten a.m.
••
Wednesday, October 29
The last ladies day golf will
be held at the Oaks Country
Club with Betty Thompson as
golf chairman. The ladies will
meet at 12:30 p.m. for the gen
cral meeting..

.1 • •

The ladies day bridge will
be held at the Oaks Country
Club at 9:30 a.m. Mrs. Joe H.
Allbritten, 753-6589 or 474-2202,
is the bridge hostess.
•••
Thursady, October 30
The Day Apart program for
the WSCS of the Paris District
will be held at the Good Shepherd United Methodist Church
at 9:30 a.m.
•••
The Murray Association for
Childhood Education Under Six
will be held at the Robertson
-School at 7:30 p.m.
•••

Student Missionary
:Presents Program
Miss Rebecca Jane, Tarry.
student at Murray State Uniaersity, and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. MacThomas Tarry of
Murray, was the guest speaker
at the meeting of the Lydian
Sunday School Class of the
First Baptist Church held at
the church.
The Murray girl showed
slides and discussed her work
as a student missionary in Jamaica during the past summer
Refreshments of pumpkin pie
and coffee were served by the
members of Group I of tilt..
class.
•••

Forty regional medical
programs have received federal
to infrnieVe patient care
t h rouge research, continuing
education, training and
demonstration projects.

grants

being introduced

DEAR ABBY: When
to a person, is it
okay to say, "I have certainly heard a lot about
you?"
RON
DEAR RON: It all depends on what you've
heard.
Every-body has a problem. What's yours?
For a personal
reply write to Abby, Box 6,700, Los
Angeles, Cal. 90069, and
enclose a stamped. self-addressed envelope.
Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abby,
Box 69700, Los
Angeles. Cal. 50069, for Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters

for All Occasions."

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Votor4/1,

NA'

A

Mrs. Carl Harrell Elected President
Of Penny Homemakers Club At Meet

Calloway FBLA
Has Meeting, Max
Cleaver Presiding

The home of Mrs. Raymond Armstrong, handicrafts; Mrs.
Workman was the scene of the Brooks Moody, landscape; Mrs.
The Future Business Leaders
meeting of the Penny Home Carl Harrell, music; Mrs. Armmakers Club held on Monday, strong and Mrs. Madrey, 4-H of America chapter at Calloway
County High School held its
October 20, at one o'clock in Club.
regular meeting of t h e
first
The landscape notes were
the afternoon.
on Monday,
Mrs. Grace Covey presented given by Mrs. Brooks Moody year at 8:30 a.m.
a most interesting and infor. and the recreational period was October 20, in the school gymmotive talk on the "Uses and conducted by Mrs. Vernon nasium with 115 of the 125
Club Officers — front row, left to right,
members present.
Abuses of Drugs". She had at Moody.
Suzette Hughes, president; Sandra Stara, reporter; Diane
Max
president,
new
The
tended the lesson taught to
Rhoades, secretary-treasurer; back row, left to right, Larry
Leaders for the lessons each Cleaver, presided over the
Willard Ails, pharmacist for
Tucker, vice-president; Alan Armstrong and Barry Joseph,
elected
newly
ofthe Murray-Calloway County month next year will be as fol- meeting. The
song and recreational leaders.
ficers for the year are as follows:
Hospital.
•
lows:
The president, Mrs. Ernest January, "Hearing Yourselves
Max Cleaver, president; DaMadrey, presided and the devot As Others Rear You", Mrs. Erten was given by Mrs. Delia nest Madrey and Mrs. Alton vid Gargas, vice president; CaMrs. Imogene Herndon of
Graham from Zacharia 8:16-18 Cole; February, "Colors That rol Darnell, recording secre- Murray Route Five has been
correspondBeale,
Martha
tary;
Prayer was led by Mrs. Graham Are Pleasing To You", Mrs. Ridismissed from the Western
Feltner, secretary, who called chard Armstrong and Mrs. L. ing secretary; Dwayne Fulker- Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
the roll with each member an- P. Hendon; March, "Family son, treasurer; Gayle Johnson
* ••
The Kirksey 4-H Club held
swering with the state or coun- Communications", Mrs. Ernest and Debbie Mitchell, historians;
first meeting of the school
its
reporter
Broach,
Terry
and
try she would like to visit.
Madrey and Mrs. Brooks Mooyear on Thursday, October 16,
FBLA
recited
officers
the
The
New officers elected were dy; April, "Up Date the Out
in the school
Mrs. Carl Harrell, president; side of Your Home", Mrs. Mar Creed as a part of the opening
Mrs. Jewell McCallon a n d
garet
Nell Boyd and Mrs. GraMrs. Richard Armstrong, vleeJim Norwood, the new leaMrs.
president; Mrs. Graham Felt- ham Feltner
The roll was called and the
c:ers, presided at the meeting
ner, secretary; Mrs. Margaret
minutes from the last meeting
which was opened by saying
May, "Outdoor Living Area" of the 1968-69 school year were
Nell Boyd, treasurer; Mrs. Ver
pledge of allegiance to the
non Moody, recreation; Mrs Mrs. Vernon Moody and Mrs. read by secretary, Carol Dar- Circle I of the Women's Soc- the
flee and also by sas
American
Christian
the
Service
of
of
iety
Carl
Harrell; June, "Creative nell. The treasurer's report was
Delia Graham, cultural developpledge.
ment; Mrs. Alton Cole, issues Fabrics", Mrs. Richard Arm- given by bwayne Fulkerson who First United Methodist Church ing the 4-H
New officers elected were
and concerns and publicity; strong and Mrs. Carl Harrell; reported a balance of $816.10 In met Tuesday, October 21, at
two o'clock in the afternoon at Suzette Hughes, president; Lar
Mrs. L. P. Hendon, clothing; September, "Modernize Your the treasury.
vice-president; Diane
Mrs. Ernest Madrey, family life; Lighting", Mrs. Graham Felt- The various committees for the church with Mrs. David ry Tucker,
secretary-treasurer;
Rhoades,
Mrs. Grace Covey, food, nutri- ner and Mrs. Carl Harrell; Octo- the year's projects were ap- Henry, chairman, presiding.
Sandra Stark, reporter; Barry
tion, and health; Mrs. J. C. ber, "Convenience Foods", Mrs. pointed and the president inMrs. E. A. Lundquist was the Joseph and Alan Armstrong,
Kemp, housing and furnish- Grace Covey; November, "Fur structed them as to their dutleader
for the program on "Let song and recreational leaders.
niture
Arrangement", Mrs. J., ies. Two members were appointings; Mrs. Paul Butterworth,
seventy-five
Approximately
Forth" as a
management;
Mrs.
Richard C. Kemp.
ed as Sergeants-at-Arms. They the Earth Bring
prayer and members were present. Cokes
to
call
the
of
part
were Kenneth Evitts and Mark
were served by some of the
Refreshments of cake made James. The FBLA Song was led self denial program.
Quick glimpses of needs in mothers.
and decorated by Mrs. Grace by Carol Darnell and Gayle
The next meeting WIT Ve
her special interest Johnson. Members were in- the United States and around
Mrs. held on Thursday, November
lesson taught by Mrs. Harold structed to begin work on gett- the world were given
Da- 13, in the gym after
Eversmeyer and coffee and ing points in order to be able Burnett Warterfield,
vid Henry, and Mrs. Lundquist. closes, according to Sandra
Cokes were served by Mrs. to attend the FBLA State
ConStark, reporter.
Workman, to the twelve mem- vention in May.
Mrs. Henry, circle chairman
bers and one guest, Mrs. J. B.
presided. The group voted to
Burkeen.
Fringe shows everywhere for
1 ••
send gifts to patients at one ol the new
season. At the firm of
the wards of Western State
Stone!, New York, for example,
Hospital, Hopkinsville.
fringe went into evening on a
white crepe dress, with long
Refreshments were served to
the twenty-seven members, one sleeves, with fringed belt and
Mrs. Rudy Lovett opened her new member, Mrs. Ruth West- fringe from above the knee to
home on the Penny Road for on, and one visitor, Mrs. G. C the floor. In pants, Branell did
the meeting of the executive Fain, by the hostesses, Mrs. in all fringed tunic over slim
board of the Kirksey 'Elemen- Connie Jones, Mrs. Gladys Hale, crepe trousers and a crepe tunic
Miss Doris Rowland was hos- tary School Parent-Teacher An. and Mrs. Mary Louise Baker. over all fringed pants. What a I
way to go!
tess for an informal get togeth- sociation held on Wednesday,
er and business meeting for the October 22, at one o'clock • in
members of the Business and the afternoon.
Professional Women's Club of The president, Mrs. Harold
Murray on Thursday, October Fones, presided and plans were
23, at seven-thirty o'clock in made for the Ham and Turkey
Hwy. 641 South
the evening.
Shoot on October 25 and "Back
Murray, Kentucky
The president, Mrs. Odells tc School" night on Monday,
Vance, presided at the meet- October 27, at 7:30 p.m.
ing.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker, mem- the hostess.
TEACHER FREED Held capber of the committee for the
Those present were Mesdames
tive for 28 hours by a desselection of "Young Career Wo- Alvin Usrey, Bill Crick, Jewel
perate jail escapee. I7-yearman of the Year" reported that McCallon, Richard Armstrong,
old miniskirted teacher's aide
Carol Rolfe Boaz was selected Edward Willie, Buddy AnderKirsten iKittyi Anderson of
to represent the club as "Young son, Don Paschall, Glen Gibbs,
Career Woman of the Year". Willie W. Joseph, James Miller
Arroyo Grande, Calif., talks
The meeting was closed with Elvin Crouse, Rob McCallon, J.
Into a newsman's microprayer by Mrs. Odelle Vance. B. Burkeen, Fortes, and Lovett
phone after her release unRefreshments were served by
The November 19th meeting
harmed in Vacaville, Calif.
the hostess, Miss Doris Row- will be held at the home of
She said, "I just sat in the
land.
Mrs. Bill Crick at 1:30 p.m.
car and did what he told
•••
Thirteen members and one
me." The search continued
Children 6 to 11
guest, Mrs. Martha Golden,
$1.00
for her abductor, believed to
were present.
Children under 6
Fr..
be Robert A. Harvey, 31. who
should
rotate
man
suits,
A
his
This concludes the week long
escaped from the Santa
series of events celebrating Na- never wearing the same suit two
I
Maria, Calif., jail.
tional Business Women's Week. successive days. A rest period
gives the fabric a chance to
relax, reports the National
Institute of Drycleaning.

KIRKSEY 4-H

PERSONALS

iliary. The PTAs are also helping with the program.

Covey from

Carol Rolfe Boaz
Named To Honor
By B&PW Club

school

Mrs. Rudy Lovett
Hostess For Meet
Executive Board

*HOLIDAY INN *
BY POPULAR
REQUEST . . .

OUR NOON DAY BUFFET IS BEING
RESUMED
1 1 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
1.30
SUNDAY BUFFET _ _ _ '1.95

1 :30 a.m. - 1 :30 p.m.
Plan Your Christmas Party Now!
753,5416
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$10.00 VALUE

ATTENTION MOTHERS

8 x 10
Living Color

"We hope there will not be a
single case in Marshall county
of silent kidney disease, yet,
I! one case is found and permanent damage can be prevented
through this early detection,
the program will be worth the
cost in money, time and effort."

Broaste
in:Eer:
I DIj)
•

••• MU

Color goes on the bold
standard for fall footwear. The
National Footwear Institute says
that brown in all tones comes on
strong. But look for mariner and
navy blues, the ultraviolet'., the
deep reds, the tones of wine or
bing cherries.

Haim, "Their elegance

gym.

by
317.

assisting in the program said,

The entire testing program
will be under the supervision
5**
of Dr. Nancy Holland of the
What is fashion? Today, it is
University of Kentucky Depart- the
"spirit to understand, to
ment of pediatrics. volunteer
nurses will be at each of the capture, that women have to
make their own and adapt to
their personality, physically and
schools.
psychologically," says designer
urine samples will be colPhilippe Heim. "Too many
lected, under supervision, at
each of the schools. Boys sam- women make wrong choices
ples will be tested at the because they just copy other
schools, girls samples will be women, without thinking. So,
taken to a testing center to be they can be seen wearing the
set up in the First methodist wrong fancy stockings, with the
Church, Benton.
wrong hemfine, the wrong fabric
A testing program was con- or colors, the wrong hairdo. Says
County
last
Calloway
ducted in
is a
year and was termed a huge failure,
because they are
success.
unconscious about what is right
Mrs. Donald Hite,one of these
or not."

Kirksey 1-H Club
Elects Officers
At First Meeting

Circle I Of WSCS
Has Regular Meet
At The Church

Children To Be Tested
For Kidney Disease
A kidney testing program for
Marshall county school children in grades 1 through I will
be conducted November 13. The
program, one of the first in the
state and nation, is to detect
'
,silent" kidney diseases in
children before permanent
damage is done to the kidneys.
The tests are to be conducted
In all Marshall county elementary schools. They are sponsored by the Calvert city and
Benton women's clubs, Epsilon sigma Alpha sorority, Calvert City, and the medical Aux-
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
Saturday, October 23
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
its noon luncheon at the club
house. Hostesses will be Me*
dames Harlan Hodges, G.
Ashcroft, Donald
Rinds, Max Hurt, and Mims
Mary Williams.
•••
A Ham shoot will be sponsor.
ed by the Kirksey PTA
Calloway County Fairgrounds
starting at nine a. in. Coffee,
hot dogs, cold drinks, and shells
will be sold.
• ••
Sunday, October 26
DEAR ABBY: I was one of those sloppy housekeepers
The Lebonaires, a teen age
who never seemed to get her housework done. I could sit for
gospel singing group from St.
hours, day-dreaming, and when my husband came home
Louis, Mo., will present a pro.
gram at the Dexter-Hardin Unitfrom work, the house looked about the same as when he left,
ed Methodist Church at 1:90
or worse!
p.m. The public is invited.
Gary never complained, so for four years we lived in a
• ••
pigpen, whether I was working or not.
The old Calloway County
Finally I became pregnant, and when the
day came for
Court House, Chestnut Street,
me to go to the hospital I left behind dirty
dishes from three
will be open from two to five
days,
an
oven full of dirty pots and pare; which
p
had been
"hidden" there for weeks, and soiled clothing
• ••
piled high to
the
ceiling
right next to my new washer-dryer.
The ladies of the Elm Grove
This is only a partial description, but it
Baptist Church will meet at
will give you an
idea of what a lousy housekeeper I was.
the church at one p.m. to prepare the tables for the WMU
I realize this is long, Abby, but I'm
sure it describes
quarterly meeting.
many homes from Boston to San Francisco,
and I want to be
•••
sure these lazy women recognize
themselves.
The Blood River Baptist AsWell, I am sending you a copy of the
letter my mother
sociation Woman's Missionary
wrote to me while she stayed at my house
when I was in the
Union will hold its quarterly
hospital. Perhaps if you print it, it will wake
meeting at the Elm Grove
up some other
lazy wives. It sure did wake ME up.
Church at seven p.m.
And though it's been two
years, her letter has been read and re-read
• ••
and cherished. I
am still so ashamed of my old habits,
The week of prayer program
I've changed the
names, so feel free to print it as it is.
for the South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church WSCS will be
"Dear Lisa,
held at the church at seven
Just a note between us girls. I am cleaning
your house
p.m.
today so you won't have so much to do when
you come home.
•••
Now you're probably saying, "Gee, that's
sure nice of
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
you Mom, I didn't ask you to." Well,
the truth of it is, you
will meet at the Community
didn't. But I wanted to, and it sure needed
it. But that is all
Center at 7:30 p.m.
In the past. Let's look at the future.
• ••
You are now a mother, and it's time
The Great Books Discussion
you became a
beekeeper, so get busy! If Gary made you a
Group will meet at the Muria?.
living the way
.you.keep
house, you would starve to death. He does his
Galloway County Library—MA-job
well, and you should start doing YOUR job,
seven p.m.
too. Okay?
• ••
If you're tired, talk to your doctor. If you're
too lazy, talk
The Creative Arts
to yourself.
of the Murray Woman's
You may say, "Mon, you have no right to
say this!"
Club will meet at the club
say, "Oh, yes, I have. It's a mother's right."
house at 7:30 p.m. Hostesses
Your house is spotless now. Keep it that
way! And when
will be Mrs. H. J. Bryan, Mn.
you get over being mad, make a pot of coffee
Ed Chrisman, and Mrs.
and invite me
over.
Crawford.
All my love,
•••
MOM"
Monday, October V
The Kirksey Eelementary
DEAR ABBY: Recently I was asked to
baby-sit (without
School PTA will have its
with my daughter's children while she and her
husband
to School" night at the
watt out for dinner.
7:30 p. in. The first and eighth
I went directly to their house from work,
thinking that
grade mothers will be hostesswas what they expected. When I got there I
noticed she
es.
•••
for
(Only a few blocks away], got myself a bite
The Murray Unit of NHCA
back and sat with the children. They
will meet at the Triangle Inn
at seven p.m. A representative
of the Blue Cross-Blue Shield
will be present to explain the
I
spoiled this
I know, for
group insurance.
her to be so thoughtless. What can I do now,
if anything' Ask
•••
her to feed ME next time, too? Or am I too
sensitive?
Tuesday, October n
GRANDMA
The Tau Phi Lambda sorority of the Woodmen of the
DEAR GRANDMA: It's difficult to
believe that a
World will meet at the home
daughter could be THAT thoughtless, but if
yours is. tell her
of Mrs. Jean Richerson at seven
that Use next time she asks you to sit she
should be prepared
p.m.
to feed yoa.
•• •

SATURDAY — OCTOBER 25. ltiot•

Plus

Charge
No Appointment Necessary
Full Selection of Poses
No Age Limit
50c Film

Limit:

1 Per Subject
2 Per Family
Additional Subjects

$3.95
Groups $1.47 Per Person

All Work Guaranteed

SKY AT

LE-WORKMAN DEPARTMENT STOR
SOUASHBUCKLERS -Rocco Mete Sr. holds a 92-pounder one
of the monster zucchini squdsh he-grew In Metheuh, Mass.,
this summer. He,got the seeds c^ a trip to Italy in 1948

•

Oct. 28-29-30
Hours: 10 a.m. -1 p.m. & 2 .m. - 5 p.m.

•••••4I
•

:X.wrOBER 25. 1989
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Not many years ago a person
would have been confused if his
a
friend had told him that he had
1 .11.411bdildlidirdilobliblibdbibillaidiloW*Wdbillidlidard;
caught a rockfish from any one
of several Kentucky lakes. He were brought to the federal hatlee young fish are now showwould have wondered, no doubt, chery at Frankfort and there ing up in these two lakes. Two
exactly what was a rockfish or released in troughs.
were caught from Herrington
what it was doing in Kentucky.
They were kept in the troughs Lake on October 6. They were
His questions can be easily for 12 days, during which they nine inches long. On October 8
and enthusiastically answered by were fed brine shrimp. At this one was taken from Lake Cumbiologists of the Department of stage 200,000 were removed to berland this one measured 10
Fish and Wildlife Resources. The brand new Green River reser- inches in length.
rockfish, he will be told, is noth- voir.
These catches were made by
ing more thane land-lockedocean The remainder were placed fishermen using pole and line.
striper which has found its vray in the Frankfort Hatchery hold- The biologists are of the opininto Kentucky waters through the ing ponds where alfalfa hay was ion that a great number of these
stocking program arranged by used for fertilizer. Near the, small fellows survived. Next
the Department.
end of June the youngsters had week they are to make extensive
The saga of the rockfish start- reached a length of two and one- tests in these lakes to try to deed in the late fifties. It was then half to three inches and 23,072 termine if the survival has been
that the local fish and wildlife were stocked in Lake Cumber- up to expectations.
agency reached an agreement land on July 1. Quite naturally,
It well could be that in a few
with the South Carolina Fish and a large number of the original years rocktlsh will be a new
Department whereby shipment was lost due to pre- and welcome attraction in KenWildlife
Kentucky was permitted to catch dation and other causes.
tucky's lake system.
rockfish from the Santee-Cooper
reservoir at Monck's Corner and
transport them to Kentucky,
where they were stocked in Kentucky, Cumberland and Herrington Lakes. Mostly those caught
by pole and line (to be within
&hire.
By-JACK WOLISTON
South Carolina law) averaged
The jig frame for the,ship was
NEW YORK (UPI)-At the
about ,two pounds each, with the
constructed in about two days
Lige
of
17
Lloyd
G.
Clark
built
largest one going a whooping 12
and stations were pre-built. The
small skiff.
And now, 33
pounds. They were freed in the
shipbuilders work inside this
chosen lakes in the hope that -ears later, he is supervising frame, laying up the fiberglassthey would reproduce and fur- !onstruction of a 75-foot ketch, reinforced sheets by a sprayup
nish to Kentuckians a fast grow- ind when it slips down the ways method. These panels are only
ing fish to augment the present nto the harbor at Long Beach, one-sixteenth inch thick and are
next month it will be the flexible to take shape of the jig
fish population.
Cooperating with TVA biolog- largest fiberglass - reinforced frame. Some are cut to form
ist and with those from Tenne- flastic sailing vessel in the world. compound curves.
ssee the project of catching and ,That first craft which Clark
Sheets are fastened to the
r:_turning adult rockfish to Ken‘ Wilt was a stvrdy one and he's frame-with metal- screws, which
tucky waters continued and the Sat quite a few boats since, later are removed and'the holes
fish did well in these lakes, They tut the 50-year-old bachelor says filled in with fiberglass putty.
grew with great rapidity and be- lis current project Will be his Joints are covered with six-inch
fore long 16 pound rockfish were -lifetime masterpiece."
wide fiberglass mat, handWhen completed and outquiet frequent in the stocked laklaminated with the polyester
es. Of course, the payoff came fitted, the Gypsy, as the ketch resin. Gel coat fiberglass puttywhen one that tipped the scales will be christened, will carry also is used to touch up the
at better than 34 pounds was Clark and 10 other "gypsies" he seams on the outside of the hull.
hoisted from Lake Cumberland. hopes to recruit, on a tour of the
After the first layup of the
That weight has not yet been seven seas expected to take at thin plastic sheets, workers lamleast
a
year.
After
that,
he's
got
surpassed in Kentucky waters
inate additional layers of the
although a rough fish ,netting his eye on the chartering same reinforced plastic material
operation in Herrington Lake a business.
The Gypsy is of traditional on the inside. This is continued
few months ago turned up a 40
early-American
design from her until the hull has a thickness
pounder which was promptly reof one-half inch at the top,
turned to the water unharmed. clipper bow, enhanced .by her gradually increasing to one inch
trail
frowiider..
boa
wher
rds
d
Lud
and
go
lap
pi;
e
.
stein
program
The adult .stocking
at theliottom.
contiesed-wstil,196er with the hoperf
Longitudinal* 'stiffeners fat
will
hive
She
that the fish would reproduce. galleon-type stern.
polyurethane foam three inches
No reproduction has been es- a deckhouse 13 by 18 feet, an wide and three inches high are
tablished, although eggs found ali. cabin that will accommodate then affixed to the hull 16
in Kentucky Lake were determinefour, four double-staterooms, inches on center the entire
plus berths for a crew of three.
ed to be fertile.
length of the boat. These are
Auxiliary power will be proIn 1966 a new method of stockcovered with more of the fibervided
by
a
175
horsepower diesel glass - reinforced
ing was started. That year, in
resin for
cooperation with the South Caro- motor that will give the vessel stiffness, and spaces between the
lina neighbors, over 3 million speeds up to 10.6 knots when stiffeners are covered with polyfry were transported from Mon- required.
urethane foam.
Apart from its length, its 18ck's Corner and released in
Vertical stiffness is to be
Barkley Lake. Of course, the foot beam and its ability to provided by double laminated
chances of a tiny fry surviving unfurl 2,000 square feet of sail, plywood bulkheads. The deck
were small but some fish so the Gypsy will be unique in that will be of heavy plywood, coverstocked have been caught, bio- its hull is not being molded like ed with the reinforced polyester
logists are sure. The number most sailing ships built of fiberresin, with outdoor carpeting
that survived cannot be deter- glass-reinforced polyester resins.
atop that.
mined. Similar stockings of fry
Construction is with 4-foot
Between six and seven tons of
were made in other lakes and by 10-foot fiberglass-reinforced
polyester resin will be required
some of them undoubtedly sur- sheets laid up within a jig
for the entire boat.
vived. This year a brand new frame. These sheets are made at
Clark, an
executive of
method of stocking was started the site using a special polyester
Yachts, which is conTradewind
and it has the biologists popeyed. resin produced by Koppers
structing the Gypsy, hopes to
About 700,000 four-day old fry Company, Inc. Fiberglass roving
have Gypsy rigged and ready for
were furnished by the fishery 118 embedded in this resin, which
a
shakedown cruise by May,
personnel in South Carolina and is fabricated at room temper••••••••••••.****••••••••••••4•
97
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A new state park will be developed on Grayson,Seservoir, pictured here.. _ upper center. The Kentucky Department of ParkS has filed a formal application
for leasing the property'from the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington
in Carter and Elliott Counties. This aerial view looks from Grayson Reservoir
District.(The highway crossing the earth-filled-dam is State Route 7.)
Dam, in the foreground, toward the general area of the 3,800 acre park site,

Hunting Over The Nation Is Said To Be Good To Excellent
Gray and fox squirrel hunting the amount of precipitation.
Excellent to good hunting for
Modern game management has
small and big game is forecast prospects are good except for
by biologists from fifty state sections of the southeast and the done much to bring back the
wild turkey, and it is in good to
west central states,
game departments.
Bobwhite quail will be at a excellent supply from New York
Weather dominates the 1969
hunting forecast. Fortunately, no peak within the traditional quail to Texas with the exception of
four east-central states. Sportslarge geographic area of our states.
In the southwest, Gambel's, men should be taking advantage
nation was subject to drought.
When drought occurred, it was scaled and Mearns' quail are of spring hunting for wild turkey.
ocalized. Hence, adequate mo- forecast to be in good to exce- Some of the states to add spring
isture assured good cover_ and. llent numbers. California and hunting seasons within the last
a good crop of game animals mountain quail hunting prospects few year's are PennSylvanfa, New
York, Texas, Tennessee, Georare less optimistic.
this fall.
Pheasant will be harder to find gia and West Virginia.
Severe and prolonged snow
storms reduced the winter pop- In Minnesota, South Dakota, norThe big game picture is dominulations of both small and big thwestern Iowa and eastern Neb- ated by the abundance of deer.
game in Washington and Oregon. raska than in former years. Wis- The adaptable whitetail deer conThe same is true of pheasant consin, Indiana, Pennsylvania, tinues to grow and prosper in the
and quail populations in the upper Wyoming, Idaho and Washington heavily populated east, and is at
predict good pheasant hunting. peak populations in the south and
midwest.
Even this small dark cloud
Ruffed grouse are nearing a southeast. With the exception of
on the 1969 scene has a silver cyclic high and will be in good Washington and Oregon,the same
lining. The winter snows in the to excellent supply in the better Is texe of mule deer west of the
upper midwest tilled potholes grouse hunting states. S
,
4dth meridian.
h
in the spring, and ducks have hunting should be productiv
e objective of big game manhad one of their best reproduc- oughout most of its range with
agement is to keep populations
tive seasons in years. Also, exception of Washington and within the limit of the carrying
heavy rains in spring and summ- Utah. The same is true for blue capacity of the habitat and to
er delayed mowing of hay fields, grouse except for Wyoming and crop annual surplus animals.
which resulted in a successful California,
States are divided into ecologihatching of many pheasant nests The Hungarian partridge stro- cal units or zones and the harand provided good cover for re- nghold continues to be North vest of some big game is limited
aring broods.
Dakota and Montana,
to permit hunting. Permits are
Cottontails are predicted to be This is the year for chulca.r allocated on a lottery basis and
in good to excellent supply from partridge, especially in the sou- some states will not allow succthe east to the west coast with thwest where the abundance of essful hunters to try for apermit
the exception of four states.
the species rises and falls with the following year. Therefore,
a••••••••
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GUNS and AMMUNITION —

'
A•0 Zenith TVs

.09 Sporting Zzoods

Chestnut 9treet

Murray, Ky.

As one works with the forecast
rom year to year, one cannot
elp but observe more liberal
easons and opportunities to har-

This 135 pound Doe was killed with a bow and arrow last
Saturday morning by Hawley Bucy of Route 2, Hazel. Bucy
bagged the deer in the Land Between the Lakes near the Sugar
Bay exit.
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•
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SUSIE'S CAFE .
•1 *
•••
1 CAIN & TAYLOR'••• OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY :
:
•
GULF SERVICE
•
,
Phone 753-2571

vest wildlife crops. Most states
are relaxing season restrictions,
especially on game animals that
are difficult, if not impossible,
to overharvest, such as pheasants , grouse, rabbits, and squirrels.
All in all, hunting in 1969
over the nation will rank as a
banner year.

FINS 'N' FEATHERS
FRIENDS

Redo/xi I

1 BrOasted Chicken and Sea Foods
- Catfith
!Dinners - Short Orders

the opportunity to hunt such grand
species as bighorn sheep, mountain goat, elk and antelopeis limited and depends on luck and
sometimes annual persistence.
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Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

Fulton Youth CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Across

Is Killed
In Mishap
FULTON, Ky., Oct. 23—A onecar accident about 11 p.m.
Wednesday on Hilliard Road
took the life of Terry James
Harris, 18, of 706 Beechwood
Place, Fulton.
He was the son of Mr. and
Mrs. 011ie Harris.
Harris was taken to the Clinton-Hickman County Hospital
where he was pronounced dead
on arrival after the wreck which
occurred about four miles east
of Clinton. The car Harris was
driving went off the road and
hit an embankment.
Ricky Arnold, 18, a passenger
in the auto, suffered a broken
ankle, broken collar bone and a
broken jaw. He was treated at
Hickman County Hospital, Clinton, and was later transferred
to Baptist Hospital in Memphis,

OLD SORGHUM MILL IN OPERATION — Glenn Kelso, Hardy
Kelso and
Charles T. Carter are shown in this photo making sorghum molasses
on the old,
mule-driven, sorghum mill on Ivan Carter's farm near Lynn Grove.
In the back
ground at the right is the mule, Jock, which was named a Grand
Champion in
the pulling contest at the Tennessee State Fair. Ivan Carter, who owns
the mill,
has been making molasses for over 40 years.
(Staff Photo by Ed Collie)
_

Christmas
Seals Matter
Of "Breath"
"Anybody who has ever made
his living as a singer knows the
value of healthy lungs," says
Mike Douglas, star of TV's daytime variety Mow.
Mike Dougras has a special interest in healthy lungs. He is
National Honorary Chairman of
the 1969 Christmas Seal Campaign, which begins November
12.
People in cities and towns across the country will receive
their Christmas Seals from tuberculosis and respiratory disease associations. The design of
this year's Christmas Seal shows
twelve tots in snow togs dancing around a fir tree. The cit.cle means warmth and togetherness. The mood is upbeat and
fun-filled.
"When an entertainer is in
constant touch with millions of
people," says Mike Douglas, "I
figure he has a certain obligation to level with them — to

talk to them now and then about things that are for real.
"That's what I propose to do
in my capacity as National Hon.
orary Christmas Seal Chair
man," he says. "To explain the
urgency of the fight for better
breathing, and the importance
of Christmas Seals in tie was
against emphysema, air pollution and tuberculosis — a war
being waged all year round by
the National Tuberculosis and
Respiratory Disease Association". ,
- ---------1-•
Healthy lungs are important4
for singers like Mike Douglas.
And for everyone.
Use Christmas Seals. It's a
matter of life and breath.

Walkout
Ends At
Tire Plant

MAYFIELD, _Try; Oct. 23 —
The wildcat strike at General
Tire and Rubber Co. ended today following a meeting at the
courthouse between lo:al and
international representatives at
United Rubber, Cork, Linoleum
and Plastic Workers, and the
rubber workers themselves.
A joint company-union announcement late today requested all midnight shift per
saline' in processing, stock preThe first step in arranging a peration and beads,
truck tire
room is to decide what activities uring and building, final
finish,
will be held in it, according to maintenance,
boiler room and
Magdalene Pfister, University of shipping to report
for work this
Nebraska Extension home evening.
furnishings specialist. Group
Full production is scheduled
furniture into activity areas such
to be resumed on the 8 a.m.
as study, conversation, and
shift Friday.
recreation. A test to help
Benjamin Lookofsky, attorney
determine how satisfactory an
for the rubber workers, said the
arrangement is, is to study how
tire plant employes agreed to
the furniture has been moved for
return to their jobs after being
conversation or games after convinced
that the strilse was
guests leave.
not sanction by either Local 665
or the international union.
Tire builders walked off their
jobs about 9:30 a.m. Monday.
By the end of the day the entire
shift had walked off, and the
4 p.m. and midnight shifts did
not report for work.
Judge Wood C. Tipton issued
a temporary restraining order
Tuesday at the request of company officials after pickets allegedly refused to let management personnel enter the plant
that morning.
This was the second wildcat
strike at the plant in six months.
The rubber workers staged an
eight-day unauthorized strike
last May over working conditions in the plant.
Both sides have declined ,te
comment on the issues involved
in the latest walkout.

Package Sizes
Yield to Rule

where his condition is listed as
fair. Arnold lived here with his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Arnold Sr.
Harris had lived in Fulton all
his life and was a 1969 graduate
of Fulton High School. He attended South Fulton Baptist
Church and was employed by
the A&P Food Store in Fulton.
Besides his parents, he leaves
a grandfather, Fiorice Harris te
Naylor, Mo., and a grandmother
Mrs. Sue Killian of Fulton.
Funeral services will be co
ducted at 2 p.m. Friday at Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with the
Rev. Gerald Stow in charge
Burial will be in Greenlee Ceme
terv.
Friends may call at the tuner
al home.

TV
NOTES
NEW YORK (UPI)—Gorgeobs
Mary Tyler Moore, Dick Van
Dyke's television wife in hi,
series for five seasons, has been

4 Sedate
5 Existed
6-Latin
comunction
7 Spread for
drying
8 Girl's
norm
9 Hair
dressing
10 The
sweetsop
11 -Unusual
16 Want
18 Evils
22 Famed
23 Killed
24-Policeman
(slang)
25 Native
metal
27-French plural
article
29-Tiny

1 Cronies
(coital)
5 Damp
8 Three banded
armadillo
12 Encourage
13 Devoured
14 Greek
letter
15 Washes
17 More
obscure
19-Weird
20-Rent
2i Paradise
23 Winter
vehicle
24 Food fish
26-Playthings
28 Female
sheep

31 Comunction
32 Afternoon
ParTV
33 Teutonic
deity
34 Fondle
36 Norse gods
38 Number
39 Tear
41 Memorandum
43 Look
fixedly
45-Domesticates
48 Military
students
50 Spotting
51 Fish sauce
52 Man's name
54."Lohengrin"
heroine
55 Remainder
56 Label
57 Appear

1
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30 Sea eagle
35 Barters
36 Dillseed
37 Roster
38 Place for
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Tired of Your Own Cooking?
Corns To

HAZEL CAFE

signed by CBS to star in her own
situation comedy sekes for the
1970-71 season. Miss Moore has
been busy with motion pictures
skint the Van Dyke show ended. network is espected to have him
* * *
back on the air at mid-seas6n. If
•
he returns, it probably will be in
something resembling the talkHumorist-writer Dick Cavett
entertainment format in which
has completed his summer
assignment for ABC, but the he shows to such advantage.
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and Try Lour
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS
Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
1 Days a Week
—
J. C. Gallimors
—

Peanuts®
PEANUTS

2

by Charles M. Schulz
I HAVE A THEOW THAT THE
'HEAD BEAGLE" AND THE 1 6REAT
PUMPKIN'S ARE THE SAME PERSON!

THAT'S THE MOST RIDICULOUS
THINS I'VE EVER HEARD!

IT SOUND5 LIKE SOME SORT
OF NEW THEOLO6te

!,

Nancy

by Ernie Bushmiller
SO I
TREATED
MYSELF

RUN DOWN
AND BUY
ME A 50
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Abbie 'N Slats
by R. Van Buren

1

you

MAYBE
DON'T, BUT TER
ME --IT'S WHAT
GIVES THE BIRD
A DISTINCTIVE
FLAVOR.'

AS YOU ORDERED,
SIR, A WHOLE TURKEY
BETWEEN TWO
SLICES OF
BREAD.

I'LL. START EATIN'
NOW AND YER
BETTER BE BACK
WITH THEM
GIZZARDS
BEFORE I
FINISHES './

yOU CAN BE
ASSURED I'LL
BE AS FAST AS
1 CAM S R

3 OR 4in good lc
district. P
TWO house. GA
2558.
ONE roomy api
atmospher
Near hist
1299.
TWO-BED1
partmeot.
meats, Sot
5806,

tOiom4
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NICE FU

UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
(UPI) —
Some
food
manufacturers have agreed to
reduce the number of different
package sizes.
Harold
Neigh, extension
RIGHT
consumer economics specialist at
FATBACK .."the .Pennsylvania State
ON MY KNEES University, says that as of Jan. 1,
19C9, breakfast cereal is to be
bur I STILLSAY
packaged in whole ounces,
YOU'RE. NO
except for individual servings.
'-- KING !!
The number of cereal package
sizes was reduced from 33 to 16.
Cookie and
cracker
manufacturers are reducing the
number of package sizes from /3
to 56.
Many
other
food
manufacturers also plan to
educe the number of package
sizes -for their products.
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Lil' Abner

DRIVER PENNED IN—Heavy equipment is used to free the
driver of a wster truck which rolled down a steep embankment
• .Thurs,ao he new Highway 79 route under construction east of
Kentucky Lake. Willie Mannis, 30, of New Coneord, Ky., was
treated at Henry County General Hoipital for scrapes and
bruises. Highway Patrol Sgt. R. L. McClanahan said %tennis
was employed by the Dozier Co. of NashvMe
—Photo by Charles Farmer
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by Al Capp
Ho.rHor!- Bur I WILL BE!! KING
OF
PORK AND BEANS"-I'LLWIN
THAT
PRIZE IN PARIS,BY
COMBINING
THE TENDER FLESH OF THAT
HAMMUS
ALADAMMUS-•

-WITH THE RUGG
RUGGE
ED)
D
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WI LDL\I ROMANTIC
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-AND FATBACK'S PORK
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apartment.
Woodlawn
ried coupl
eel apartr
water Ito
two boom.

WAI

Al

WANTED
need fun
to campu
miry -1.
2827.
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Kentuckians
Attend Crime
Conference

IMMO

onan

1[1ff
11121 12Jr•ICI
tiC3 LIOCI

IleIsie Per Sole

REAL ESTATE POE SALM

NOTICE

POE SALE

By John Grenough
Twelve
Kentuckians
FRAME your sentimental pichave
tures and valuables for safe been selected to take part in
keeping and wall groupings. 200 a five-day training conference
beautiful frames to choose from. on organized crime to be held
3-7 day service. Also origins] in Athens, Ga., beginning Octogifts The Gallery, Mayfield ber 27.
COMMERCIAL building, 40' a
The training conference Road.
N-1-NC
60' and lot Excellent location
the second of its kind in the na
in the Five Points area, ner ONE of the finer things of life tion - will bring together the
MSU campus. Contact us for -Blue Lustre carpet and up- best informed experts on ordetails.
holstery cleaner. Rent electric ganized crime from the U.S.
ONE OF the finest homes in shampooer El. Big K. 0-25-C Department of Justice to meet
the Murray area. A 4-bedroom
with selected police, prosecutbrick, 1%etory cokinial on a
MODEL 72 Allis-Chalmers com- ors and judges from 18 South.
beautiful 2% acre lot. This outastern
bine, two reels. Phone 489-2392c
,
stae.
standing home has all the feet,0-25-P
urea you would want. Very
Among those selected from
tastefully decorated and well CAMPER TOPPER. Fits long Kentucky to attend the conferplanned. Can be bought for wheel base, late model pick-up ence are: Frank W. Benton III,
much leas than its replacement truck. Phone 753-5421 after 5:00 Commonwealth Attorney, New
value.
p. m.
0-25-C port; John B. Breckinridge, AtUNIQUELY styled 3-bedroom
torney General; E. C. Hale,
o2.5c
CARPETS
a fright? Make them Chief of Police, Lexington; Jack
brick with formal dining room,
2 bath rooms, beautiful kith- a beautiful sight with Blue N. Hillard, Lieutenant, Lexing
en cabinets, double garage. See Lustre. Rent electric shampooer ton Police Department; C. J.
SERVICES OFFERED
us for details and make a bid $1. Western Auto Store. "Home Hyde, Chief of Police, Louisof the Wishing Well". 0-25-C ville; Alvin C. Kley, Major,
Lou
PROFESSIONAL resident on this excellent buy.
ial painting. Brush, roll, spray. QUALITY constructed 3-bed- seen at Outland Seed on Indus- isville Police Department; WilReferences. Free
estimates room frame in Keeneland Sub- trial Road. Priced from $1.00- liam 0. Newman, commissioner
Phone 753-3486.
Nov.-25-C division. Very spacious family SWEET POTATOES. Can be of Public Safety; Carl C. Ousley, first assistant Common$3.00 a bushel.
0-25-P
FLOORS CLEANED, waxed, room and kitchen with all apwealth
Attorney, Louisville;
pliances. Carpeted throughout,
buffed, home or office. By day
PECAN COFFEE TABLE and Charles L. Owen, executive dirSILENT ANTI-VIETNAM PROTEST-Observing a national
1%
baths.
This
house
is
one matching
moraweek or month. Window cleantoi-ium to end the war in Vietnam, about
end
ector
of
tables.
the
Kentucky
Crime
6'
x
9'
year
old
2,000 persons enand has been kept like
ing. Call 753-9509.
circle Tappan Square on the college
TFC new Owner has moved from oval area rug. Black Kroehler Commission; and Algin S. Robcampus in Oberlin,
recliner. Maple dinette set with erts,
Lieutenant,
Kentucky
Ohio. The protesters stood in silence for
FOR YOUR home remodeling Murray. Immediate possession.
one hour.
four
chairs.
State
Police.
Colonial magazine
additions and repairs. Free esti Priced right-make us a bid.
stand.
All items in excellent
mates. Call 753-6123.
The Kentucky participants
TFC A WELL designed exterior and -condition. All less than six
35 operas in his repertoire.
mon- were recommended by the Ken
interior 3-bedroom brick with
Among the operas Bannon has
WILL CONTRACT new houses 2 large baths. Fireplace in the ths old. Phone 753-6565 after
Commissi
lucky
Crime
on
the
to
sung in are "La Boheme."
General repair work and addi family room, built-in appliances 4:30 p. m.
0-27-C Law Enforcement Assistance
"Madame Butterfly," "La Traeons. Phone 753-3368. Nov. 16-C in kitchen, double garage plus 1969
HONDA, 450, 3,000 miles. Administration. A total of 170
vieta," "Rigoletto," "Faust,"
storage area. Blacktop driveway. Phone 753-8482
after 5:00 p. m. law enforcement persons are
"Carmen," and "The Barber cf
Located in city school &staid.
expected
conferenc
at
the
e.
0-30-C
Henry Bannon, assistant pro- Seville."
Price greatly reduced. POMO*
Franklin Circuit Court Judge
Hr has also performed in
OAK DINETTE SET and four Henry Metgs-, one of seven mem- fessor of music at Murray State
sion with deed.
A 1-YEAROLD brick just out- &airs. Table 34". x 54", $20.00.' bers of the Executive Commit- University, has -the leading ten stich-surnmer stock productions
as "Where's Charley?" and
side the city limits. 3 bedrooms, Phone 753-6727.
0-27-C tee of the Kentucky.. .Crime or role of "Ernesto" in the Ken"Brigadoon" at The Paper Mill
tucky
Opera
1% baths, central heat and =Msociatio
n's
up
Commission, said:
coming production "Don Pas- theater in Milburn, N. J.
conditioning. Appliances in the ANTIQUES: Spinning wheel, "Organize
d crime presents
A graduate of the State Uniquale" by Donetti.
kitchen. Attached garage. Pric- round tables, china cabinets, speoial problems
our
local
to
marble top wash stands, hall
Performances of the Italian versity of Iowa, where he reed at only $19,500.
communiti
es
and
can
be effec- comic
3-BEDROOM frame in very good trees, hang lamps, chandeliers tively controlled
opera, which will b e ceived his M.A. degree, Bannon
only when pocondition. Carpets and drapes, and other ware, table lamps,
sung in English, are set for taught at Baylor University in
lice, prosecutors, and judges
fireplace, central air-condition- lamp chimneys of all sizes, any
November 10, 13, 14, and 15 Waco, Texas before coming to
join together with the communing. Also a real nice 20' x 60' ,parts for lamps, we have or can...
in Somerset, Richmond, Berea. Murray State in 1967.
cOmbat
to
ity
"One
it.
of the and
building with a garage, central- get. Invest your money wisely,
Danville.
first and most critical needs in
ly heated. Ideal for almost any invest in antiques. Hubert's Anthe
nationwid
effort
e
directed
tique
Shop.
Four miles south
kind of home workshop. Let us
Musical director for the perat organized crime," Judge
show you this place and make of Murray on Hwy. 641. 0-27-C
formances will be Mortiz Bon- COURT SENTENCE ARABS
contact:
Meigs added, "is improved in- hard,
us am offer. Owner has moved MAPLE
director of the Kentucky
drop-leaf harvest table telligence within the criminal
HEBRON, Occupied Jordan
from Murray and is very anx- and
Opera
Association.
four chairs. Extends to 42" justice agencies and better co(UPI) - An Israeli military
ious to sell.
Bannon,
who
conducts
classes
x 58". Excellent condition. ordination of their activities."
JUST OUTSIDErehe city limits, Phone
in music appreciatiore voice, court Monctay sentenced ewe
a finisbel full basement with *Frid 753-2827 after 5-.00 p. m. The President's Commission, and diction in German, French, Hebron etebt lo-20- years in
ay and all day Saturday.
in
task
its
force report on and Italian
3 bedeoorns, bath room and a
at MSU, auditioned prison for anti-Israeli activities.
0-25-C Crime in America estimated for the part
carport. Also, a 3-oar garage
last May. He is the Israeli secsrity forces charged
Between 8:00 a.m.
perfect for an auto repair or TAPE RECORDER., boat, cloth- last year the annual take-in by only soloist in the opera who the Arabs monitored radioed
organized
crime
at
over
$8
bilclean up shop.
is not presently a professional commands from
and 5:00 p.m.
es dryer, %-ton air-conditioner,
Al Fatah
A 2-BEDROOM house and 1 two pair drapes, maple dining lion. The report also states: singer.
guerrillas in Amman, including
j17e
acne,on a blacktop road located table, lot. Leaving Murray. "Oragnized crime takes about
Having sung with the San an order to set off a truckload
about 2 miles from Murray. Car- Phone 753-5750. See at 902 Main twice as much income from Diego and Dallas Symphony of explosives in downtown
gambling
and
other
illegal
serpeted. air-conditioned, and at- Street.
0-27-C vices as criminals derive from Orchestras, the Houston an d Jerusalem. They were seized
tached garage. Just $9,000.
Fort Worth Opera Associations, before they could do it, Israel
TANDEM AXLE utility trail- all other kinds of criminal acti- and several
theater companies
EXPERT TYPIST desires work 190 ACRE FARM near New er, 15' x 8', electric
brakes. Call vity combined."
in Germany, Bannon lists some
to be done at home. Will do cor- Concord. Well fenced, new 438-2201 after 5:30
One
of
the
stated
purposes
of
p. m. 0-31-C
pump and well. Excellent catrespondence, billing, addresthe Omnibus Crime and Safe
tle farm. Located adjacent to 45
JOHN DEERE combine with Streets Act of 1968 was to cosing, and reports. Fast service!
Newspaper
readership
inlake development.
both headers; 4-row John Deere ordinate federal, state and lo ed means to evaluate findings, creases among teen • agers as
All you doctors, lawyer', insur
WE HAVE many extra good
cultivator and corn drill; 801 cal efforts to combat organiz- and outlined more comprehen- they go through school. Even
ance agents, and businessmen
buys in houses as well as wood- Ford
with no high school education
Diesel tractor, plow and ed crime.
who are months behind in your
sive control mechanisms."
ed building lots. Come by our
disc; 1964 Dodge two•ton truck
reports and correspondence give
In announcing the training half the teen-agers (15 through
Kentucky's
16
Regional
office at 502 Maple Street or
ARE YOU READY for HomePhone 435-5471.
me R call. All work kept con0-28-P Crime Councils have been dir- conference, the Law Enforce- 20) read newspapers.
call us at any time to discuss
coming? If you are not, make
fidential! Call after 5:00 p. m
details. We appreciate your bus- FIREWOOD, any kind, any leng- ected to include a status re- ment Assistance Administration
sure your wigs, wiglets or falls
:elephone 753-7570.
said topics to be studied will
TFC iness.
are. Go curls, smooth or whatth. Price includes delivery. Or- port on organized crime in their include
investigatory, prosecutStyle leader Cheater Weinberg
ever. Call Linda Clifford, Leta's
TUCKER REALTY & Insurance der any amount. Phone 753-25943 regions in a report to the Kentucky Crime Commission by orial and managerial techniques goes earthy in fall fashions. The
Beauty Salon, 753-8282. We EXPERIENCED HORSE SHOE- Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray, or 735-6998.
0-28-C November
to improve the capabilities of New York designer takes his
30.
specialize in the latest hair ING of Walking Horses and Kentucky,
Phone
7534342,
state and local law enforcement colors from Mother Nature with
In
1969
its
Crominal
Justice
fashion for yourself or your Pleasure horses. Call Steve Hal- Home phones: Donald R. TuckPlan, the Kentucky Crime Corn agencies to measure, prevent such tones as bronze rust, sandy
wig goods.
0-27-C ley 753-6269.
0-27-P er, 733-3020; Bobby G. Grogan.
mission reported "Organized and control organized crime.
NOTICE
neutrals, forest greens, and clay
753-4973; W. Paul Dailey, Jr,
The Kentucky Crime Commis- reds.
crime in Kentucky is at this
TS3-8"702.
sion is a 48-member non-partiSAW FILING, scissors and pink*5*
H-0-25-C
time an unmeasured phenomen- san commission, appointed to
ing shears sharpened. Small apDesigner Geroge Halley ties
on," and delayed specific fund- upgrade law enforcement agen- the waist up in knots for fall. His
pliance service 512 R. South
WANTED TO BUY
ing "until further research cies and improve crime preven12th. 753-8067.
NEL, WANTED
new ,collection features two and
0-27-P-H
more accurately has identified tion practices in Kentucky.
WANTED: A dry cleaning store
three inch wide fabric belts, a la
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
the
level
and
nature
of organ- Governor Louie B. Nunn is its
and plant in or near Murray.
the bathrobe tie.
WILL KEEP small child in my 5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or
ized crime in Kentucky, provid- chairman.
Write giving details to P. 0.
works
mother
Monwhile
home
Call
female.
Apply
in
person
to
DialBox 32-C, Murray, Kentucky. day through Friday, days. Phone
Castle, Chestnut Street. No
0-29-C 753-2377.
0-27-P phone calls please.
TFC

WILDWOOD Commercial Subdivision has two lots left fronting oe So. 4th Street and several iota teeing inside street,
"Sunbury Circle".
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick with
central heat and air, carpeting,
1% ceramic baths, located at
1815 Belmonte Drive, in Robertson School District.
LARGE 3-BEDROOM home Combination brick and aluminum siding. Located on 1 acre
wooded'- lot, approxietecely 4
miles from Murray. lias 13' a
aty living roan, 14' it 21' family room with fireplace, 2 ceramic baths and 2-car maga
This is a fine floor plan that
offers an opportunity for buyer
to finish and save money.
,PRICE REDUCED on 3-bedroom
/brick with 13% acres. This Is
a good place to raise a few head
of livestock without a large inNOTICE
'vestment. Call us for an sp:pointment to see this one.
October 31st is the last day
,PRACTICALLY ACROSS the
to pay City of Murray property
street from the University astaxes to avoid a 10% penalty
sures the prospect of keeping that
will be added November
this one ranted, if you are in- lit.
Taxes are payable at the
terested in investment proper- office
of the City Clerk, City
ty. 3-bedroom home with alum- Hall
Building
0-30-C
inum siding, carport and large
back yard. This home will make
you money.
3 ACRES with 3-bedroom brick
-home. House designed so that
one bedroom can be used for
a beauty parlor. Outbuilding
suitable for stock barn or cleanup short. Low price makes this
Ideal for combination home and
One Mile North of Murray
,business location.
3-BEDROOM furnished home
•
on Hwy. 691
with ten trailer spaces, on 4 (New Sea
Food Restaurant
acres of land. Located 12 miles
Opening
EarlS
, December)
% from Murray on Faxon-Newburgh Road, near Kentucky
POSITIONS NOW OPEN
Lake. This is a fine location
IN THE
for a retired couple who is inFOLLOWI
NG AREAS:
terested in property with an income.
1.0 Cook
TWO ACRES with good buildeo Misc. Kitchen Help
ing sites on blacktop road, Ky.
100 Waitresses
732. Near Kentucky Lake. Specpo Bus Boys
ial price of $1,200.
For information ,
FINE RESIDENTIAL Lots In
•ontact:
Jackson Acres Subdivision, 2
Paul Dailey, Jr. at
miles from Murray on both
Captain's Kitchen or
Highway 121 South and Locust
Call 753-8702 after 5 p.m.
Grove Road. Large lots at attractive prices.
Itch
COMMERCIAL LOTS on So. 4th
Street. 175' a 250' lot with road:.
frontage on two sides, suitable
for 3 lot development.
TO BUY--see us. TO SELL-.
list with us.
FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
and Maple Streets. Office phone,
753-7333. Home phones: Fulton
Young, 7534946; It. B. Patterson, 438-5697. Ismael Stinsoo,
pita
753-1534.
H-0-25-C
9-ROOM HOUSE and lot on cornMEAT MARKET
er of 5th and Center Streets in
109 North 5th
Heed. Please call 492-8596
0-28-C

rk left by ;nd
ry
eronse
cture
ce
avate
e of
le

SATURDAY - OCTOBER 25. 1969

BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
house, near town, hospital and
high school. Fenced in beck
yard, carpeted, built-ins. Phone
753-5330.
0-25-C

HELICOPTER RIDES

Sunday, October 26, 1969
Starting at 1:00 p.m.
KYLE FIELD
contact . .

MURRAY AVIATION
Phone 489-2855

CAPTAIN'S
KITCHEN

C
ration")
eek

Schulz

WE 60RT
)64

GOOD COUNTRY
STYLE SAUSAGE
MadeeFFresh
.
4resPIC R

Music Professor
At MSU Picked
For Leadng Role

Black TopPaving
No Jobs Too •
Small or Large
To Be
Appreciated
Free Estimates

A. L FARLEY

Phone 753-5502

SHROAT'S

2-BEDROOM HOUSE on 1 acre
lot. North of Almo Heights on
641 Hwy. This house has been
remodeled, has plenty out-buildtags. Has bath, and gas heat.
Priced for fast sale. Call 4893801.
0-28-C

POE RENT
NICE three-bedroom trailer for
college boys. Phone 753-5108
after 500 p. m.
TTC
3 OR 4-BEDROOM brick house,
in good location, in city school
district. Phone 753-4763. 0-25-C

Buren

I CAN BE
URED I'LL
i FAST AS
AM 5 R

TWO - BEDROOM furnished
house. Gas beat. Phone 7532558.
0-25-C
ONE - BEDROOM, desirable
roomy apartment. Clean, quiet
atmosphere. Private entrance.
Near high school. Phone 7531299.
0-25-C
TWO-BEDROOM furnished apartment. Zimmermni Apartments, South 16th St. Gall 753E609.
0-29-C
NICE FURNISHED apartment
two. All private, electric
Two blocks from Univer.
y. Available stow. Phone 7530-27-C
2672.

if
••••

Capp

FIVE-ROOM unfurnished apartment in duplex at 104 North
14th. Phone 733-1562. 0-77-C
TWO 1-BEDROOM furnished
apartments, water furnished. On
Woodlawn. For teacher or married couples. Two small furnished apartmeeits on Woodlavrn,
water furnished. For one or
two boys. Phase 753-9741.
0-27-C

Trees and Shrubs
Trimmed or
Removed
Kelley's Pest
Control

NOTICE

SHOP AND COMPARE
Before buying color TV. Total automatic color. We can
top all prices. We can top all warranties.
Only Curtis-Mathes offers the pro-rate picture tube warranty. Only TV Service Center gives 18 months of free
home service.
Expert Repair Man on Color

TV SERVICE CENTER
Home of Beautiful Curtis-Mathes TV and Stereos
312 North 9th
Phone 753 5865

NOTICE

NOTRE
OCTOBER 31st IS THE LAST DAY TO PAY CITY OF
MURRAY PROPERTY TAXES TO AVOID

WANTED TO RENT

A 10% PENALTY THAT WHA BE

WANTED: Four girl students
need furnished apartment close
to campus. Can move in Fab
rnary.1. Phone 762-2825 or 7622827.
0-254

-ADDED NOVEMBER 1st!!
Taxes are payable at the office of the City Clerk,
o23. 25. 28, 30
City Hall Building.

NEED SOMETHING for Christ753-3114
miss gifts and special occasions.
Call today to leern how you ean
receive beautiful Sarah CoventIN MEMORY
ry jewelry free! Phone 733-3056
In loving memory of my dad,
0-28-C Cletus Wilson, October 20, 1956.
Your memory to me is a
WANTED: seamstress, part or
full time. Experience preferred. keepsake, with which I will
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners. never pest, though God has you
keeping, I'll always have
0-28-C in His
you in my heart.
WANTED: baby sitter, during
Loving wife and daughter
Use day. Elderly lady preferred.
Lillie Wilson and Revs
Phone 753-6563.
Spencer
0-27-C
1TP
WANTED: Secretary - typing
shorthand, bookkeeping and
general office work. Please call
CARD OF THANKS
753-1452, Murray, Kentucky.
We • •sti to ex.preas our heart0-28-C felt thanks to all, for their
kindness during the illness said
death of our loved one, Charlie
AUTOS POI SALE
Pierce. The flowers were beau1961 CAD1LLC four door ea tiful and the food so nice.
den. All new tires and extra Thanks to Dr. Clark, the
clean. Phone 436-2323. 0-25-C nurses and Mrs. Ray for their
coretant care. The consoling
1965 BUICK Electra 225. Full
words of Rev's. John Jonee and
power and air, perfect conditTerry Sills, the lovely music
ion. One owner. Phone 753and the services of the Blalock3366.
0-27-C Coleman Funeral
Home. It all
1967
CHEVROLET
pick-Up helped make our loss much eastruck. Red and white. Automat- ier to bear.
ic transmission. Power brakes,
power steering, V-8 motor, A-1 God bless all is ore- prayer.
condition. Call 753-2377.
Mrs. Lillie Pierce
The 9 01-.ildren
0-27.0
25 grandchildren and
1964 LINCOLN
Continental.
26 great grandchildren
Low mileage. Phone 436-2323.
0-25.0

OPPORTUNITY
RIGHT IN THE
OALIVI OF
YOUR
HAND
*SELL•OWITH
:s

••J,
t
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Observers Think That Husak
Might Be Right For Czechs

Hospital Report

&

TINIF S

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SATURDAY — OCTOBER 25. 1889

Directors

ADULTS
99
**MS/110//1=10
kii•=•••=/MM/Si.
NURSERY
3
es a period of tune for stabilizeOctober 23, 1969 Admissions tioin and
occasionaily requires
Mrs. Kenn Swit (Is Baby addstiona
c.m/MMEN=.
f
10.1.11.1.4
l wort. An example of
Boy), Bentice; Ralph White, Box this is
the
Mississip
pi
River
Russians
marched in.
By RICHARD C. LONGWORTH
296, Dixon, Ky.; Mts. Sharon which
requires constant dredgBut
the
hardliners are Moore, 1604% College Farm
1—taf I. Dr
ing.
PRAGUE (UPI)-- Western ob- moving into many important Rd.; Murray; Mn. Sue Fite,
"The present board of dijobs.
stumbles
Husak
, his Rt. 1, Wingo, Ky.; Mrs. Pearl rectors
servers here, to their considerahave not made an proble surprise, are beginning to opponents will be ready to Nanney, 505 So. 16th St, Mur- posals of
plans to the Corps of
ray, Miss Phyths Budzko, 707 Engineer
think that Gustav Husak just unseat him.
s or to any of the
Chestnut,
far,
So
Husak's
tightrope
Murray; Bob Grogan, Cangressmen, but
might be the right man at the
act
we have askright time for Czechoslovakia. appears to have accomplished Rt. 6, Murray; Edgar Sadler, Rt. ed for a study from
the Corps
R bet/1
Husak faces a bigger and its first aim— to win Soviet 1, Lysuiville, Ky.; Mrs. Anna of Engineers and understan
.
30N SealP•410
d
more important task in spread- confidence by re-establishing Morris, 1002 Sharpe St., Mur- that a favorable report
may be
ing this idea to his own liberals, the party as the sole ruler of ray; James Page, 608 Ellis Dr, forthcoming soon," Heath said.
Murray; Charlie Myers, Rt. 2,
iatellectuals and workers, C zechoslovakia.
The group of men that are
There is no sign the Soviet Reset Ky.; Mrs. Maggie Guth- seeking election to
whom he badly needs to carry
facilitate
out his slowly evolving plan for troops will leave soon, if ever. rie, Rt. 1, Hazel, Ky.
the ab.;ve program are as folOctober
23,
1969
Dismissals
lows: Graves County—Robert
recovery and growth under
John Frank Kavanaugh, Box Heath,
Soviet occupation.
Joe Ray, Earl Stinson,
603, Murray; Mrs. Patricia MoC. B. Mathis, and Lawrence
Possibly no Communist leadbley, (ac Baby Girl), 1734 Hart
Watkins; Marshall County —
er has come to power under
Hall IdSU Murray; Joe Oldham,
Pete Gunn, A. B. Rhea, and
such a cloud since Janos leader
(Continued From Page One)
V
Rt 1, Akno Ky.; Mrs. Kathleen
Bobby Blagg; McCracken Countook over in Hungary in 1956
Stalls (& Baby Boy), Alms Ky.;
barbeque
glass
had
we
a
of
a
,
ty—Roy
Rambo, Gova Harper,
after Russian tanks had
Miss Mary Petle, 1624 Hama
and Leon Toon.
crushed the rebellion. Yet milk and a piece of chocolate tan, Murray;
Mrs.
Katherin
e
Robert Heath, Chairman of
Kadar has quietly made Hunga- pie. Real tasty.
Lax, Chestnut St., Murray; Masthe present board of directors
ry one of the most relaxed and
ter
Eddie
Shane Ellis, 416 No. of the
40)
You can't keep a good fellow
West Fork aarks River
Liberal
states
in
Eastern down. Ed Chrisman had this 8th St., Murray; Mrs. Lula RoWatershed Conservancy DisEurope. It is considered possihot looking Mustang and he bertson, 409 No. eith St., Mur- trict said that no director has
ole that Husak
may have the looked real sharp driving a- ray; Hiram Tucker Rt. 1, Murever received any compensation
same
thing
in
mind for round in it. Ed's a snappy dress- ray; Mrs. Louisa Cunningham, for services
rendered or for any
Czechoslovakia.
Rt.
1, Ahno, Ky.; Andrew Rex, land
er anyway and the Mustang fit
easements. Mr. Heath furMust Satisfy Kremlin
him like a glove. Had wire Kenniana Sub-Div., Hamlin, Ky., ther said' that the books are
All this is for the future. wheels on it and was sporty. Edgar Sadler, Rt. 1, Lynnville, open to
any taxpayer who wishWhat Western diplomats and Well anyway somebody bust- KY.
es to examine them. The only
newsmen here are saying now ed up his Mustang and Ed came
obligation that the Watershed
•
is that Husak is a man of out of the accident sort of bungDistrict has is to carry out the
uncommon
toughness,
high ed up, but his activity on the
program; there are no debts.
intelligence and no illusions—a tennis courts soon got him i
The board retains only one fullpotent combination for the good shape again. Saw him yes
time paid employee, Brown
game of real politics he must terday cruising around in
Tucker, Contracting Officer, and
play in satisfying the Kremlin Grand Prix looking sportier
a part-time secretary.
An ordinance is being drawn to set up a on way
patwhile starting to solve Czecho- than 'ever.
There will be two places to
tern around Robertson School in order to alleviate the traffic
slovakia's pressing problems.
vote—one in Graves Comas re
congestion there. Broach Street, on the west side of the
Husak, 56, is a gray-haired Most of the leaves are gone
Panther Creek (Holland's Groschool, is one-way from Poplar south. Vaughn Street, on the
man who wears gold-rimmed from our big Scaly Bark and
cery on the Mayfield-Benton
east side of the scheol, is one-way from Locust north. Poplar
glasses. He has a manner that the Elm is almost bare. Most
Highway) and one in McCracis
Is one-way going west. Locust is to remain a two-way street.
en County at Freemont. The
radiates total 'self-control and a stubborn of all is the Post Oak
Traffic proceeding on Vaughn and Poplar may exit on
which
holds
on to its leave
The honor roll for the first time will be from 9:00 a. in. to
bulk that suggests strength
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We thought the band dii
Hopkinsville High Sch<
extremely poor judgme
he adopted the Morat,or
as his theme for the
High-Hopkinsville High
game Friday night
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and was sponsored by
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because he superimpo
own political thinking
high school students v
bably did not even rel
importance of what th
doing. We find no guar
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